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Holland City News.
YOL. X.-N0.3. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1881.
She Holland City
A weekly"newspapee,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
miLiNii ciT7, • • mm,




%1.50 per year tf paid in advance; %1.75 if
paid at three month*, and %2.00 if
paid at tic months.
JOBORlHTINa PROMPTLY AND NBATLT DONI.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
OneAquareof ten linos, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for lira tiusertlon, and 26 cents for each sabse
qaont insertion for any period antler three
months.
| 8 x. | 6 v. I 1 t.
Birtiri.
T^E OROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, ahavlng,U shampoonlng. halr-dyelng, etc., ooMat rea-
sonable rates. Barbershop next door to the CityHotel. 14-ly
Coxalnioi Mirohaat.
1 ) EACH BKO’B, Commission Merchants, and
D dealers in Grain. Vlonr and Pro<lace. High-
est market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick





8 50 5 00 I 8 00
5 00 8 00 1 10 00
8 00 10 00 ; 17 eo
10 00 17 (W 1 25 O')
17 (K) 25 00 | 40 00
25 Oo 40 00 | 65 00
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 pur annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whitout charge for subscrlbeis.
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
£dr"' All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
fPCTTQ D A DPB may be found on file at Geo.
inio rAcEia F>. Rowell * Co’s News-
paper Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW
TORK.
$itil $oitili
Chicago A West Michigan B. B.





nEE. 1). M., Dental Burgeon; residence and
vJ office No. 42 Ninth atreet. next door to the
First Reformed Ohorch. __ _ _
Oragi ltd Vtdlclnei.
YAOESBURO.J.O., Deulcrlu Drngsand Medi-
L/ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes. Ac. Phy-
slcian’sprescriptionscarefully put up: Eighth st.
If EENG8. D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-
ivl icines, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
Rivers treet. _
yAN PUTTEN, Wx., Dealer in Drugs, Medl-
v clnes. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dbn BxRa’sFamily Medicines; Eighth St.
^yALSU HEBBK, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-
iness.
Drcii Xiktri.
TOBRRY, C. A., DresH Makeil and Hair Dresner,
1 would respectlblly announce to thp citixeus
that she has opened Dressmaking and Hair Dress-
Ing rooms, in the bulldini.'. one door west of Grif-
ft*> - Drug Store, Washington street. Grand Haven,








Apples, $} bushel ........
Beans, y Imsbel ......
Butter, $1 lb ...........
Clover seed, V lb .........
EgtP. V dozen ..........
Honey, fi 1b .............
Hav, V ton ..............
Onions, )} bushels ......
Potatoes, V bushel .......













Cordwood, maple, dry ...................... $ 3 50“ , “ , Kr«en ................... 3 00
beach, cry ...................... 300„ u , " Ki-ccn .................... 2 50
Railroad ties ..... ......................... 10
Shingles, A $ m ....................... .....
Qrain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white |l bushei. ....... new 00® 02
Corn, shelled y bushel ........ (fr 14
Outs, y bushel ...................... a 85
Buckwheat, II bushel ............. 75 4$ ft)




® 10 00® 00
Flour. $1 brl... ........
Pearl Barley, $1 100 lb ......
Rye « bush .............
Corn Meal $1 100 lbs ......
Fine Com Meal y UK) lbs
® 1 00
® 5 00




Yf E YER, II. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur-
1U nlture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames. etc.: River street.
Csasral Dealer 1 .
yAN PUTTEN G,, Genera) Dealers. In Dry
V Gooda, Groceries. Crockery. Hats and Caps.
Fbur, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Botsli.
/'UTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro-
\J prietors. The largest and best appointed
hotel in the city. Ample accommodations for
permanent boarders and transient guests. Every-
thing first-class. Oor. of Eighth and Market sirs.,
Holland, Mich. _ n-iy
N.E. D.E. Mall. Mail.jD. E. N.E
p. in. p. in. a. m. p. m.lp. m. a. m.
T1020 1 55 8 15 ....Holland ..... 8 25 10 05 5 15
10 40 8 30 East Saugatuck 3 05 .... 5 00
10 55 2 20 8 40 ....Richmond. .. 2 55 9 35 4 45
12 00 2 50 9 15 ..Gd.ji auction.. 2 15 9 00 8 55
12 25 3 05 9 30 2 00 8 45 3 35
1 50 3 55 10 is .Benton Harbor. 12 50 7 45 2 13
2 05 4 06 10 35 ...8t. Joseph...12 40 7 35 2 00
8 80 4 50 11 80 ..New Buffalo..11 a3 6 30 11 55
7 80 7 40 soo ....Chicago ..... 9 00 3 40 *9 10
a. m. p. m. p. in. a. m. p. m. p.m.
OiHENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.1 Located near the Uhl. A W. Mich. K. R. de-
pot, has good facilities for the traveling public, and
Its table Is unsurpassed. On Ninth sir, Holland,
Michigan. _ > _ j^iy
pELOltIM, M., Proprietor of Ottawa House.A Good accommodations for steady boarders,
and every facility for transient guests. The En-
glish, German and Holland languages are spoken.
Comer of First and Fulton street, Or»nd Haven,
Michigan. _ &-iy
OCOTT’S HOTEL. Wm. J. Scott, proprietor.
Q This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth ami
Fish airs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
tl.uu per day. Good accommodations can always
be relied on. Holland, Mich. &-ly
Livarr ml Sals Stables.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to From Grd. Raplda
Grand Raplda. . _ _ to Holland.
a. ro. p.m.
10 05
p. m. ia. m. p.m.
^5 20 3 25 ....Holland ..... 8 15 1 50
5 85 10 17 8 35 ....Zeeland ..... 8 05 1 40
5 57 10 30 S 52 ..Hndfonvllle... 9 45



















(Vis Grand Haven Railroad.)
From Holland to From Mnskegon
Muskegon. _ to Holland.
a. m.
5 40
p. m a. in .











1 15 9 25
6 20
4
11 00 ...JohnavUle.... 8 38 1 00 9 10
S 45 4 30 11 20 ..Grand Haven.. 8 20 12 40 8 50
700 4 35 11 25 ... Ferry sburg... 1 15 12 85 845
7 30 5 05 11 55 ... Muskegon... 140 13 00 te 10
a. m. p. m. a. m. p.m. noon p.m.
gOONE H„ Llvorjr and Hale Stable. Office
class
tetslreet. Everything first-
’ll AVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
11 stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al-
ways be relied on. On FLh street, near Scott's
Hotel. _ _ 33-tf
NIBBELINK, j. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
In Mmh street, near Market. _
_ _ Meat Market 1 .
liUTKAU A VAN ZoEREN, New Meat Mar-
1) ket, near comer Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
f/'UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables; MeatMarket on 8th street.
yANDERHAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
Y and Smoked Meats and Vegetables: paper






















Via Grand Haven Railroad.









10 05 485 10 05 8 40
10 25 4 45 9 52 325
11 06 4 58 ........Dunning ........ 938 240
11 56 620 ..... .... Allegan ....... 9 15 too
a.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.
• Mixed trains.
.iwpt'L'dT1 8““rd*i: *“ °lhtT ,r*ln, "“fr
X Dally except Saturday and Bandar.
All Chicago time.
Attomyi.
LTOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
IJL Notary Public; River street.
_ Manafactoriii, Mllii, 8hop», Xte. _
YTEALD, R.K., Manufacturer of and Dealer In
LI Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
for Mowing Machines • cor. 10th A River street.
PAUELS.VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
.4,,. of JiltU: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th str*et.
Beef, dressed per lb ................... 5 & 5]*
.P°r.k’ “ “ ..................  7 ®7)4
.............................. .. a 10
1 urkeys, per lb ...................... g ® 0
Chickens, dressed per !b. ............... 8
^tltlitional $ornl
Vl^ILMS, P. H. Manufacturer of Wooden, aud
  Iron and Wood combination Pumps. Cor-
10th and River streets.
Vetarr Pabllei.
yAN SCHELVEN, G., Justice of the Peace,
“c- °fflce'
FkyilcUu.
f > E8T, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, has made
U the disease of the Eye, Ear and Threat a>
special study. Office hours ulgtht and d iy, on the1
cor. of Eighth and River sts., Holland, Mich. 6-ly
Ac“nth-
street.
mg store. Eig th
40 ly.
Y/l ANTING, A. G., Physician and Snrgeon ;
0®®S at uraaffchap village, Allegan county,
Mich. Office hours from 10 to 12 a. x. 28-iy.
y’ATES.O.Jt., Physician and Surgeon. Office
X at hie residence, Overysei, Mich.
Pb3top»pbn.
J^IGGINS, B. P. the le^ing Photographer, Gal-
1- Bsdlliri. _
yADPKLL.H., Manufacturer of, ,#na dealer in Harnesa, Trunks, Saddlea add Whips;
Eighth street. u : , . • 1
Tobaces Md CKsre.
'pROLLBR, G.J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Watokss ud Jsxslry.
UREYMANtOTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer In Fancy Gooda ; Corner of Market
and Eighth Street.
JfrfUfes.
YfC BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Connselor at
IfX Law, aud Proctor in Admiralty. No. 11
River street.
T>ARK8, . H. Attorney and Conncelor at Law,I corner of River and Eighth streets.
fPBN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecilng
X Agent. Offlccin Kenyou A Van Patten’s bank
Eighth street.
L 0. Of 0. r.
Visiting brothers aracardiallj Invited.
M. HanxiNaTON, R. S."1*0* McMasrca, N. G.
F. k A. X. ;
n T U a , H. C. Matiud, W. M.
D.L. Botd, Sec']/.
We make merchant tailoring a specialty,
ami guarantee ihe finest fit. Come and
try us-it will pay you. At Hie Clothing
house of G. Brusse, at Zeeland, Mich. l-3w
As fine a lot of choice candies ns we
have ever seen, are now open for inspec-
tion and oflered for sale at the Novelty
Store of
52-tf E. 8. DANGREMOND.
Besides an endless variety of Notions,
I have a very complete and choice stock
of cigars. Come and try them, at the
Novelty Store of
52-tf E. 8. DANGREMOND.
At the mammoth store of H. C. Akely
& Co., at Grand HaAen, Mich., they have
and keep on hand, in connection with a
large stock of dry goods— a complete and
full line of the best kind of groceries.
Come and try the best 50 cent Japan Tea
in Ottawa County. 2-3w- -«••» -
For all kinds of furnishing goods,
celluloid collars, etc., call at the clothing
store of G. Brusse, at Zeeland, Mich. 1-3 w
Conundrum.
Why are 4840 yards of land bought on
credit, like a drinking song! Because it is
“an atre on tic.”
Why is a man who breaks a window
and then pays the damage like Dr.
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in curing Rheuma-
tism? Because it breaks the pain and then
makes it all right-
Exornciat’cff.
Notice.— We were suffering the most
excruciating pain from inflammatory
rheumatism. One app ication of Dr.
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil afforded almost
instant relief, and two fifty cent bottles
effected a permanent cure.
O. E. COMSTOCK.
Caledonia, Minn.
Save! from D#ath. •
Mrs. Jacob Willison, Marlon, O., says
her child was not expected to live, owing
to a severe attack of Croup; she tried Dr.
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, which gave imme-
diate relief.
Mr. C. Clendennen, Marion, O., used
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil for Bunions;
he says at first start be ibought it was like
the rest of the advertised humbugs, but
was agreeably disappointed and' now
would not be without some in the house
for any money.
Phyilo’Ani Becommend It
Your Thomas’ Eclectric Oil commands
a large and increasing tale, which it richly
merits. I have always found it exceed-
ingly belpfui; I use it in all cases of
Kbenmatism, <rs well as fractures and dis-
locations. I made use of it myself to
calm the pains of a broken ieg with dis-
location of the foot, and in two days I was
entirely relieved from pain.
JOS. BEAUDIN, M. D. •
Among all kindi of Clothing we make
it a point to keep a complete line of ladies*
and gents* famishing goods, at H. C.
Akely & Co., Grand Haven, Mich. 8-3w
. I HAVE now on band a full supply of
stationery, pens, ink, books, slates, mem-
orandums, blank books, albums, In many
varieties, which I offer to sell dirt cheap,
at the NoveTty Store of
52-if E. S. DANGREMOND.
THE B0EB3 AHjDTHI BRITISH,
A Letter from South Africa, the Seat of
the War-Why it la Waged— What
the Boen can look for.
The following letter, evidently written
by an American, explains the aituatjon of
the Transvaal Republic better than a dozen
articles writlen by outsiders, or newspaper
reporters. The letter below indicates
clearly how determined the people arc to
regain their independence and of what
meterial their army is composed:
The following letter from South Africa,
the scene of the war with the Boers, will
he interesting to Chicago people. It was
received recently by Mr. John Devos, of
the firm of Thompson & Taylor. Its
pnibetic reference to the author’s possible
full in the war with the English, which a
British paper has denounced as “the most
unholy, the most unjustifiable, the most
infamous ever waged on the planet, aud
one which should cause the civilized world
to riiy; in indignation and demand its
cessation,” are particularly touching:
Petroria, South Africa, Jan. 4. Mr.
John Devos, Chicago, III,— J/y Dear Old
Friend: When you receive and read these
lines, it will appear as if a voice from the
grave addresses you. Now more than
thirty years have elapsed since we parted,
and never a word ol correspondence has
passed between us. You certainly did
not expect a letter of me from these remote
climes, and for all I know you may have
supposed me dead, and have consigned
my name to oblivion. However, I am still
living, as you will perceive. Often when
meditating over the long, long past my
thoughts involuntarily revert to the sur-
rounding scenes of our youth, the beauti-
ful times we had while going to school, at
playing marbles, and other juvenilesports,
never dreaming we should be separated so
far iu our future lives. You would be
surprised to learn how many of our old
schoolmates have settled rouud about
here, who like we left the fatherland with
the same object in view, namely, to better
their condition, and share the favors of
mother fortune if she should happen to
atnile on them. Most of us have been
successful to gome extent; a few are sup-
plied with more than an ordinary measure,
and as a whole we are satisfied with our
earthly allotment. Of course, the good
things are not evenly divided, nor are
those which we consider had. Such seems
to be the case all over the civilized world,
aud undoubtedly it is an all wise providence
who has shaped it thus, though occasion
ally it seems rather harsh and hardly
righteous.
As regards my own career, it was a
struggle all along until some nlqo years
ago, when my eccentric and roving nature
was craving for the diamond fields. The
idea proved almost sublime. Those pre-
cious stones, although eight or nine bun-
dred miles distant, must have had a certain
power of gravitation. In two days I
concluded to go. My small satchel was
packed, and, in the company of three or
more young, vigorous, hopeful men, was
marching over mountains and plains
toward the Eldorado. For we had no
means to procure a conveyance, and, being
all jolly boyg, we made the best of it
under the embarrassing circumstances,
arriving, in twenty eight days after our
start, at our destination somewhat sore-
footed. I will not conceal the fact that at
first I was perfectly disgusted with the
rough and excitable manner of living, to
say nothing of hard toil, besides being
deprived of all refinement and the little
enjoyments so indispensable to one
accustomed to a comfortable home. But
habit proved to be second nature. There
was no salvation for us but to work, and
we did It with an astonishing degree
of submission and perseverance, when
suddenly (allow me to use an American
phrase) we atruck oil. In about two yeara
after I considered myself a little nabob,
and returned with the proceeds of my en-
terprise to old friends and aweet-beart;
the latter became my wife shortly after.
Our home circle la now adorned with four
healthy African sprouts (white) The
oldest is a boy of nearly $ yaara. Wa ara
devotedly atUcbed to each other, and feel
contented under the manifold blessings.
But how shortsighted are these human
optica. When thinking we have reached
the pinnacle of happiness we are the
nearest to the abyss of danger. I now
allude to our struggle for independence.
Only reeeotiy we have struck the first
blow, and will endeavor with ail our
might to throw off our yoke and smile
from our limbs theHast shackles of foreign
despotism. Who has a better right to
WHOLE NO. 471.
rule over ua than our own kinsmen? Self-
rule is our motto. We feel convinced of
being fully able to maintain our assertions.
It is against our will, wish, or interest to
be governed and bullied by the English.
We have transformed this section of
country from a wilderness into a fertile
region ; conquered it little by little under
great disadvantages and many difficulties,
and why should not the toiler be entitled
to the benefits thereof ? I can assure you,
dear friend, we are fighting for a good
reason. We don’t wage war because a
savage feeling predominates, or to Inflict
punishment on our adversaries. Our
sincere prayers are for self-government,
pence, and to be let alone within our little
republic to cultivate our acres and raise
our cattlo and sheep In tranquillity. Who
has a right to disturb us in our isolation?
Our natural situation or geographic locali-
ty can not cut any figure In their politics
or Interfere with violating the world’s
map. At least, I can’t see it Yet no!
The helm of state has been snatched from
us most foully, at a time when resistance
was folly; but we emphatically denied
them the right to do so, and protested,
hoping and expecting to regain it by
peaceable means. But, nlasl ihe rage for
conquest has so blinded and demoralized
their reasoning that all our pleadings were
in vain. Patience Is sometimes a virtue,
hut we hrve stretched it to the utmost.
We have come to the sad conclusion that
this thing must he settled by the present
generation, not by our descendants. We
shall never give our children nor the
nations at large cause to think that we are
cowards unwotthy of that great boon for
which we are now arraying ourselves in
battle. If nothing intervenes, I will take
leave of my family to-morrow night, and
Join our company. There are three of
them, composed of two hundred and
eighty men. Gerrit Overman is my cap-
tain. He has seen service during the
American rebellion in a New York
regiment. He is a game cock, full of
fight and courage. When we hear him
relate bis rich stories about some of your
American heroes and great republic, then
our hearts swell with admiration and cheer
for every soul that upholds the true prin*
ciples of human libcity. .
Our soldiers are furnished with good
horses, and the best of arms and aismuni-
tlod. Several thousand warriors are
already there, who have done some glorious
work. I have no doubt but we shall also
get various opportunities to display our
valor, if there is any in ui. I wish you
could see how calm and determined these
farmers are practicing and drilling. We
are well aware of the odds against us~our
foes’ hired legions and treasures to back
them. We, on the other band, are defend-
ing our homes and have the consciousness
that no offence was given them for any s
pretext to make war on us. ’
And now, my old friend, I am going- to.
close. My letter is getting too long and: is-
perhaps tedious to read. It has been. my.
intention for ever so long to communicate.
I knew you resided in one of the western
states, and I made all possible efforts to.
obtain your precise address, when I most
unexpectedly found out yoix were living in,
Chicago. This was s stiong clew. Last
week a gentleman xepresenting a com-
mercial bouse of New York city advised
me how to make these lines reach yon. I
was naturally anxious to avail myself 01
this, perhaps the last opportuoity, tod.
acted according to bis instructions. I
hope you mey receive this letter in the
best of eptiUf,. sod reciprocate with an
early answer. I assure you it will be a •
refreshing treat to bear from you after
such a long silence, and should some mit-
hap bring me to an untimely grave, even
then my wife and children will be but too
glad to hear of my esteemed school-mate
whose name was mentioned so frequently
in their presence. Nothing will please.,
the other boys better than to bear abovh
your welfare. Adieu! May God bless you,,
and lead us unto victory I
Your true friend,
Laurens Bknorr.
Queen Sophie, of Sweden, during the*
six years of her illness, has so suffered,
from nervousness that she has not been:
able to listen at all to music, though she.
is very fond of it. Upon her recent mar-
velous recovery at Amsterdam, her eldest
son hastened to her, and his singing was
her first musical enjoyment He has a.
beautiful voice and the eyte of those pres-
ent filled with teen as they saw the ra-
diance in the mother’s face and the eap*
tion which the son tried to conceal as he
sang to that mother, rettored to kin
almost from her deathbed.
the extra #1.10 per ton at tuo Huggenuou
1 ring.” Hie city has already lost $200,-




Thb bark Hazard, of Salem, Moss.,
was wrecked off Nantucket, and seycn of her
crew drowned.... Pierce's Palace. Hotel, of
Buffalo, N. Y., one of the finest structures of
the kind in the countrv, and valued at $500,-
000 has been destroyed by fire. The Convent
of the Good Shepherd, the principal female
Catholic school there was also burned....
The heavy ice blocks in New York bay and
Long Island sound have done much damage
to the docks. Several of them will have to be
rebuilt in consequence.... It is reported from
New York that Jay Gould and Russell Sage
have obtained control of the New Jersey Cen-
tral road.
An immense project has been under-
taken by the firm of Henry Disston A Sons
and other capitalists, of Philadelphia. It is to
drain and reclaim the vast tract of swamp
land in Florida known as “The Everglades.
The capital stock of the company is $10,000,-
000, and the work is to be performed under
contract with the State of Florida —
Thomas Moore, President of the Youghiogheny
Coal Company of Pennsylvania, has given some
snicy testimony before the Philadelphia Com-
mon Council committee to investigate charges
against the management of the gas works of
that city. He agreed to supply the works with
coal at W per ton, bnt his bid was rejected, he
having reiused to make the bid $6.10 and
divide the he s stion
of a
000 through
item of coal alone.
The spinners and weavers of Fall
River, Mass., have decided to inaugurate &
strike at from five to ten mills. The mill-
owners have decided, if the persons employed
at some mills strike, to close out all the opera-
tives.... 8mall-pox has broken out in the
Massachusetts State prison. One of the
prison officials has been taken down with the
disease.
At a meeting of stockholders of the
Western Union telegraph held in New York, it
was voted to water the stock to #80,000,000.
William 8. Williams, who recently brought suit
against the corporation, voted 100 shares in
opposition to the scheme.
The mortality among horses in New
York averages twenty-five daily. The chief
cause of death is cerebro-spinal meningitis ....
The linseed-oil works of Kellogg A McDougall,
on the island across the Buffalo river, were do-
siroved by fire. The loss was #78, 000.... Ellen
Dnnn, who fell dead in the street, in New York,
was the last of a family of seven children to
perish of heart disease. Her mother saw a
crowd collected near a school house, and went
thither to see the corpse of her daughter.
A laroe meeting under the auspices
of the Anti-Monopoly League was hold at the
Cooper Institute, New York. Peter Cooper
and other distinguished citizens were present
Organization to carry ont the purpose* of the
league to crush monopoly ana to protect the
taxpaying and wage-earning portion of the com-
munity was urged. Judge Jero Black was the
principal speaker of the evening. He held that
persons connected with railroads should be
excluded from office, called attention to the
increased power of these corporations in
politics and the power which they have
gained over the State and other courts.
Senator Windom sent a letter sympathizing
with the objects of the meeting, put warning
the promoters against the spirit of Com-
munism. Ho denounced the railroad and
telegraph monopolies, and pointed out the
danger that threatened the people from the
fact that the telegraph lines of the country
werepractically controlled by one man. Con-
gressman Reagan spoke and explained his bill,
which he claimed was only a step in the direc-
tion of curbing the power of monopolies. Res-
olutions embodying the spirit of the meeting
w ere then adopted.
[THE WEST*
Small-pox is raging at Calliope, a
village In Sioux county, Iowa. Sixteen cases
occurred there in one day recently. It is im-
possible to obtain norsos to attend the sick or
undertakers to bnrythe dead. .. After a two
weeks’ struggle the Kansas Legislature passed
what is known as the Ironclad Temperance till
by a vote of 103 to 21.
Eighteen thousand families are suf-
fering in the Kansas counties of Pratt, Ellis,
Rush, Phillips, Graham, Decatur, Norton,
Sheridan, Trego and Osborne, and meas-
ures are being taken to distribute the
#25,000 recently appropriated by the
State Legislature among them.... Charles
Swsgart went uninvited to a dance
near Webster, Clarke county, Ohio. Ho fired a
pistol into the ceiling with the intention of
frightening the dancers. Lewis Christian re-
sented Ins action, and shot him dead.
Loran V. Kennedy, Postmaster at
Fairview, Neb., has been lodged in jail at
Omaha on the charge of robbing registered
letters. He has confessed his guilt.... The
charge of #1 per car ou grain loaded from the
Milwaukee elevators has been abolished ____
Belle NiehoU, a keeper of a bagnio, at Muncie,
Ind., defending her door against Bill Wart and
Lon Sutton, both drunk, discharged seven
chambers of a 22-caliber pistol at the as-
sailants. Sutton was mortally wounded.
A San Franciboo dispatch Bays that
after the examination of 875 citizens, extend-
ing over a period of twenty days, a jury was
secured to trv Isaac Kallocb, the murderer of
Charles De Young. Trial was proceeded with
at once. The murder was committed on the
23d day of April last
By the burning of a livery stable at
Nebraska City two employes were roasted. . . .T.
P. Earnest, a heavy Ure-itock dealer of Colora-
do, saya nearly 20 per cent of the cattle of that
State perished doling the severe weather of
the present winter.
The Chicago Times dispatched a cor-
respondent to the cattle ranches of the West to
investigate the losses from the unprecedented
storms of the winter. He reports that thou-
sands of beeves line the northern banks of the
Arkansas, haring drifted in from the north,
and that they are dying in great numbers. A
gentleman who has just reached Dourer de-
clares that he saw fully 5,000 dead cattle lying
.beside the Union Pacific track in Nebraska., THE SOUTH.
Georgs E. Webster's cotton ware-
house at Coiambus, Ga., occupied by Allen A
Crawford, has boon destroyed by fire. Loss,
#70,000 — Advices from Alabama show that
the murder of the Rev. - Mr. Pickens, late
Greenback candidate fot Governor, was a
brutal assassination. Mr. Pickens was acting
as a peacemaker in a deadly qoarrcl between
two men, when one of the bystanders shot
him down.
A number of Swiss farmers of the bet-
tor class have determined to settle on land in
Eastern Kentucky. A number of the colonists
have alreadv arrived. The bulk of them 'rill
come in April . . . .The proposed amendment to
the constitution of West Virgini* prohibiting
the msnufactufi) or sale of intoxicating drinks
was defeated ftt the 8onate of that State.
Mr. John Howard Parnell, brother
to the Irish agitator, addressed & Land-League
meeting at Atlanta, Ga., last week.... George
Rickott, his daughter Martha, and Peter Allen,
a colored man, wore drowned in a creek , near
Wotherford, Tex., by the filing of a bridge
over which they were passing....
Twentv-five houses wore destroyed by fire at
,8cottsboro. Ala., last week.... At the close of
the Laprado murder trial at Springfield, Tcun.,
the meb rushed into the court -room, took the
five murderers to the veranda of the second
story of the Court House, and hung them.
Near Milton, N. C., while a boy
named Daniels was eating his breakfast alone
m his fatther’s house, a largo eagle swooped
down upon him through an open window, and
seized a fish he bad in his hand, which ho was
about to put in his mouth. Quickly dropping
that, the bird attacked Daniels, tearing
his flesh from his back and face in a
fearful manner. He made an attempt to
defend himself, but was no match f#r the eagle.
The boy was finally dragged out of the door
into the yard, where the attack was renewed
with beak and talons. Daniels called loudly
for help. His father, who was in another part
of the house, answered his calls, but, not know-
ing what to make of the singular tight, and, as
he says, thinking it was the devil, scampered
awav as fast as his heels could carry him.
After a desperate battle of nearly half an hour,
the eagle finally struck a sharp stick in the
ground with its neck, and was family wounded.
The boy’s injuries were of a very painful na-
ture. . . .Exodus agents are distributing railway
tickets gratuitously among negroes in Southern
Tennessee.
The Society of the Army and Navy
of the Confederate States held its annual ban-
quet in Baltimore last week. Among the
speakers were Wade Hampton and Bradley T.
Johnson.
POLITICAL* •
The Michigan Greenback Stnte Con-
vention was held at Lansing, Feb. 16. A per-
manent organization was effected, and the fol-
lowing nominations were made : For Judge of
the Supremo Court, John B. Chipman. of
Cold water ; for Regents of the University.
Charles O. Willets, of Gratiot county, and
David Parsons, of Wayne. The convention
then reaffirmed the Chicago platform, land
adopted a resolution sympathizing with the
Irish cause.
Beggar’s Bush, near Dublin, Deland, with dy-
namite was only prevented by the accidental
discoverv ojado by a passer-by.... Count von
Arnim Bortzenbufg has been re-elected Presi-
dent of the Gennan Reichstag. Herr
von Frankenstein and Herr Ackepnann jrere
elected Vico President*.... Seiiool rioMhave
recently occurred at Beyrout ami other towns
in Asiatic Turkey between the MuMilman* and
Christians.
At a meetiilg of the Directors of the
New Jersey Central railroad, Jay Gould and
Sidney Dillon were elected to till vacancies,
which confirms the rumor that the first-named
gentleman has obtained control of the road. . . .
A large number of tin Chinese residents of
, Clricago arc applying tef the County Court for
naturalization papers.
Detroit seems to be going into the
ship-building business. One hundred and four-
teen Glasgow ship-carpontori have arrived at
Montreal on their way to Detroit, where they
will work in the Wyulock shipyard ..... Seven
Amencan prisoners confined in jail at Paso del
Norte attempted to escape across the Ameri-
can line. They shot one of the guards dead,
and were on the run when they were over-
taken. A fierce fight ensued, during which
three of the prisoners were killed and two of
the guards seriously wounded. . The
four surviving prisoners surrendered -----
C. D. Gunter, brother of Congressman Gunter,
of Arkansas, shot and it is believed mortally
wounded L. B. Gamble, recently, in Benton
county, Ark., during a dispute about the re-
moval of the postoflioe.
Cattle-raisers arc unanimous in the
belief that the severity of the wiuter has had
& marked effect from the Rio Grande to the
British boundary. Some Nebraska herdsmen
predict a loss of 20 to 30 per cent., with still
greater damage unless there shall soon be a
marked rise in temperature. About 150,000
Texas cattle are wintering in Indian Territory.
A new steamship lino between Am-
sterdam and New York has been established,
for the purpose of stimulating Dutch emigra-
tion to this country.
FOREIGN.
Parnell, accompanied by O’Kelly
fend Sexton, two Dish members of Parliament,
and Brennan, a prominent Land-Leaguer, has
arrived in Londop from Paris .... Propositions
for peace between the Boers and the British
have been put forward. The one most likely
of acceptance is that which would con-
fer independence on that portion of the
Transvaal to which the Boers have an
undoubted claim, and to annex the
other portion to the British dominion....
Seven thousand men are at work on one section
of the railroad from the City of Mexico to
Toluca.
Two heavy failures have been report-
ant scribe for the new bonds for thirty days before
any ct ntraot should l>o made with a syndicate. Mr.
Voorheea introduced a resolution, wh.ch was passed,
calling on the Judiciary Committee to intro-
duce a bill inuuediatoJy to protect farmers
and others from ifl»jK>«ltion at the hands of patent-
right swindlers add others of that Ilk. The Joint
resolution was sdoi'ted authorizing the placing of
and ornaments In thajjosecssion of the Go*-
meat relating to the asfuslnatioa of Abraham
lilncoln In tl.e MemnriiUHaJioftho national Lincoln
Monument at-*pringfl«d, im Tho House ofltopre-
•cutativee adopt'd* resolution authorizing the pay-
ment of $3,300 to Frank Hurd, as counsel In the case of
Hallett Kllbourno vs. J. O. Thompson, J. M. Glover
and other*. The River and Harbor bill was then
taken up and passed by a vote of 163 to 04. The
conference report on the Consular and Diplomatic
bill was agreed to. The Apportionment bill came
up, and, after a ehert *• bstej was temporarily
laid aside. Mr. Got had Intended to move
the previoua question, but, at tbe request of
the Republicana, who wished to consider tho bill In
caucus, he consented to let the debate run on until
Saturday. The conference report on the Penaion
bill was adopted. A measage from the Prealdent
The Minister’s Cow.
It is a good tiling for a preacher to
“ stick to his text.” Baf if he is tied to
it, it may run away wifli him, especially
The Rev. J. Hyatt' Smith, who was od in Great' Brivaiu— viz. : Kcrt Bros., iron-
elected to Congress from one of the Brooklyn
districts as an Didepeudent candidate, has
wntten to a Republican Congressman to say
that hti will act with tho Republicans in organ-
izing the next House, and on political questions
generallv. . . .It is said that Senator Davis, of
Illinois, 'will vote with tho Democrats in organ-
izing the next Benate.
A Civil-Service Association haa been
organized at Boston. Among the Vico Presi-
dents are Charles Francis Adams, Jr., John BL
Forbes, George William Bowl, Senator Hoar ,
President Seelye of Amherst College, the Rev.
James Freeman Clarke, Henry P. Kidder and
Martin Brimmer. The association will advo-
cate that tho work of the Government be con-
ducted on business principles ; that competent
emploves shall be retained in office during good
behavior ; that office shall not be used to reward
political “workers," and the non-interference
of Congressmen and Bonators in the matter of
patronage.
masters, of Glasgow, and Momson Bros., of
Workington andMaryport, England — Further
correspoudenco from Luna confirms the ac-
count of tho capture of that city by the
Chilians. The latest accounts exonerate Gen.
Pierola fr#m all blame in the matter. It ap-
that he had retired exhausted, after
idol
pars
oeinig noarlv four days in tho saddle,
when the order for retreat was given....
Women and children will not be exempt from
the operation of the Irish Coercion act, a mo-
tion exempting them having been rejected in
tho House of Commons. Opposition to the ob-
struction rales does not seem to bo confined to
the Tories and Parnellites. The advanced Lib
orals are also diasatistled with them, ami it is
probable that the most objectionable rales will
be withdrawn.
The Czar has sent Aides-de-Camp to
distribute money in the faminb-stricken vil-
lages of Russia. . . .The costumes of some art
students at a masquerade in Munich. Ger-_ ^ t, i • 1 manv, caught fire, and eight young men were
The Republicans of the Pennfiylvania burned to death.... The French Government
Legislature, after balloting tliirty-four days for has put an embargo upon the importation of
American sailed pork, bacon and ham —
Marseilles maintains its reputation as tho most
radical city of France Its corporation, by an
all but unanimous vote— 33 to 1— has refused
to permit the erection of a statue of Thiers
within tho corporate limits, on the ground that
he was opposed to republican principles and
ideas. And vet to Thiers as much as to Gam-
betta it is owing that France has a republican
government to-day.
In hia speech at Clara, King’s county,
Ireland, Parnell advised tenants in case of
threatened eviction to plow np tho laifil, and
thus prevent the landlord from using it as
pasturage. Notice was given in the House of
Commons of a question whether this speech
was not an incitement to punishable offenses.
____ Tho Porte is said to have informed Ger-
many and AusDia that it will cede
Thessaly and a portion Of Epirus to
Greece,’ but will insist upon retaining
possession of Jauina, Metzavo, and Prevesa. . . .
Gladstone announced in the British House of
Commons that steps had been taken to pro-
mote a satisfactory settlement with the Boers.
____ Greece has called out her reserve forces,
and tho largest college in Athens has been con •
verted into a military hospital.
The French Agricultural Society
adopted a resolution demanding that negotia-
tions bo opened with the United States for a
revocation of on alleged decision forbidding tho
landing of French wines at American ports, on
tho ground that they are injurious to health.
The society’ Iwheves the decision to bo simply a
reprisal for the interdiction of American pork
by France.
a United States Senator to succeed Mr. Wal-
lace, finally compromised on Mr. John L
Mitchell, who is understood to be opposed to
the Cameron dynasty. The new Senator is
at present a member of the lower
honse of Congress. He Is described as
a man of medium height, broad-shouldered,
with blonde hair and beard, and is lame, tbe
result of an accident inenrred in his campaign
two year* ago. He is a native of Tioga county,
Pa., is 43 vears old, and was raised ou a farm,
taught school, served in the late war as a
Lieutenant, was admitted to the bar in 1864,
and has since been a practicing lawyer....
Representative Hurd, of Ohio, gave a dinner
m Washington to a number of Democratic
members of Congress of well-known free-trade
proclivities, and the preliminary steps were
taken in the formation of an anti-protective
Congressional society. 8. 8. Cox, of New York,
was made President.
WASHINGTON.
President Hayes has nominated
Daniel N. Bash, of Illinois, as Paymaster of
the United States navy ..... The Greeubackera
are working industriously with the view of pre-
senting a compact front in tho next House and
their holding tho balance of power. Messrs.
Weaver and Gillette, whose terms expire with
this Congress, will devote their energies to
keeping their party organized.
Elliot F. Shepard has been nom-
inated for United States Attorney of tno South-
ern District in New York, in the place of Gen.
Stewart L. Woodford.
Secretary Sherman lias called in
#25,000,000 of the 5-pcr-cent. bonds of 1881,
____ Hayes declares that he will leave the nomi-
nation of Stanley Matthews to take its
chances, and that Garfield will send in tho
name anew in caae he is not confirmed by the
present Senate.
Senator Matt Carpenter is serious-
ly ill again. Ho is mid to bo troubled with
Bright’s disease of the kidneys in its early form.
GENERAL.
Suit has been entered by tbe United
State* Direct Cable Company to break up tho
recent telegraphic consolidation.... The pro-
posed International Monetary Conference will
take place at Paris on the 13th of Apnl. . . .The
Canadian Pacific Railway bill, having received
the roval assent, n now law, ahd Sir
John Macdonald and the members of
tho syndicate are happy in consequence....
President Gonzales, ox Mexico, has made a
grant of 1,500 leagues of. land in Sonora to
Samuel Baniura, formerly of Cah.'ornia, on
which to colonize 1,000 famines, who are un-
derstood to be ready to move into the country
from the Eastern and Western States and Ter-
ritories.. ..A prominent railroad official gives
it as his opinion that the railroads will contest
all litigation arising out of the loss of goods,
on the ground that the recent floods were an
act of Providence, and one in which tho rail-
roads were not in tho least responsible.
. Henri Rochefort publishes an inter-
view with Mr. Parnell in his paper, the liUranr
sigeatii (irreconcilable), in which Mr. Parnell is
made to say that iu* stay in France is for the
purpose of enlightening the Parisian Journal-
ists on the condition of Ireland, and
to controvert the outrage stories in the
English) press. Mr. Parnell is enter-
tained bv Rochefort and Victor Hugo.'...
An attempt to blow up the military barracks at
CONGRESSIONAL SUMMARY.
The Committee on Foreign Relations report-
ed to the Senate, on Wednesday, Feb. 16, 8 resolu-
tion that the United State* Government inti at* that
ita content must be obtained aa a condition prece-
dent to the conatroction of a ship canal or any other
work for the transportation of a«*-going vessels 1
soross the Isthmus of Panama. Tbs Fortification!
bill waa reported and placed on the calendar. It
waa resolved to hold night aeeaiona hereafter
for the consideration of measures on the calendar.
Mr. McDonald, of Indiana, made a speech on the
Inequality of tacatioa. He condemned the present
tariff system, and defended th* free-
trade plank of the Democratic platform adopted at
Cincinnati. A prolonged debate on tbe Funding bill
waa next In order, in which Mr. Hereford, referring
to tbe issue of silver certificate*, said Secretary
Sherman was neither a competent nor a trustworthy
adviser. Mr. AUlnon thought the Secretary of the
Treasury should not be restricted to sales
at par. Mr. Bayard announced that he
would press tha measure to a vote next day.
Tbe Hqum of Repreeentativea devoted the entire
day and night to tbe consideration of the River and
Harbor bill. The opposition to tho moaaure was led
by Mr. Updegraff, of Iowa, who crltidaed almost
every item as it was read. laqumerabl# amend-
ments were offered, but nearly all were rejected.
Those which were agreed to were, in most cases,
merely explanatory of the manner in which certain
appropriation* contained In the bill should be ex-
pended.
In the Federal Senate bills were favorably
reported on Thursday, the 17th inat, for Govern-
ment buildings at Terr* Haute, Ind, and Oolumbut,
Ohio. In the debate on the Funding bill, Mr. Logan
favored a fixed rate of 3*$ i*er cent, and
Mr. Codkrell expressed his belief that a
S-per-csat bond could be floated at par.
By a vot* of 23 to 83 an amendment favoring 3#
per cent was lost It was voted that
the- bonds ran from five to twenty years, and that
public aubecrintlona be received. Mr. Kirkwood of-
fered an amendment, which waa adopted, providing
that the general public be given an opportunity to
ferred.
The Senate resumed conaideration of tho
Funding bill on Fridsy, the 18th lust, and agreed to
all tho amendments adopted in committee of the
whole. Mr. Bayard asked action on the Finance
Committee amendments, and a vote on that strik-
ing out the Carlisle section resulted in Its retention.
The amendment increasing the rate from 3 to 8)$ per
cent, was also voted down. The bill was then read a
third time and passed by a vote of 43 to 20. The River
and Harbor bill waa read * second time and referred
to the Committee on Commerce, alter a vain effort
by Mr. Edmunds to have the oommittee Instructed
to reduce the aggregate sppropMations to $7,000,000.
The District bill appropriating $3,500,000 was passed.
The Cattle Disease bill was Ukeu up and the commit-
tee’s amendments adopted, with no action. A bill
passed for the construction of a flro-proof building at
Columbus, Ohio, to cost $100,1X10. An attempt was
made In the Houae of Representatives to taka up tbe
Fitir. John Porter bill, but it was defeated by a vote
of 117 to 114, which disposes of it for this session.
A resolution granting to tbe family of the late Con-
gressman Farr the balance 'of salary which be
would have received a* a member of tbe
Forty-sixth Congress, and requesting the
Forty-seventh Congress to appropriate $6,000
on the same plan, waa adopted. The House
then went Into committee of tho whole on the Agri-
cultural bill, and Mr. Hurd made a speech in opposi-
tion to protection and in favor of u revision of the
tariff. Judge Kelley replied, and was followed by
Mr. Fulton. The bill was then read and some de-
late ensned, but the House adjourned without acting
upon it A bill was pawed constituting Atlanta,
Ga., a port of delivery.
In the United States Senate, on Saturday,
Feb. 19, Mr. Saunders presented a resolution for the
Insertion in the River and Harbor bill of $1, 138,000
for the Improvement of the Mississippi river. The
Cattle Discasea bill was taken up, and Mr. Ingalls
denounced it as the worst he htd ever read on any
subject, while Mr. Maxey pronounced it the longest
stride toward centralization he bad ever seen.
In the House, Mr. Carlisle reported a bill repealing
ail laws imposing taxes on bsnkde|>o*iU, checks* ml
drafts, as well as on matches and medicinal prepara-
tions. In committee of the whole ou the Agricult-
ural Appropriation bill It was voted that $.‘<0,000 be
sot aside for tbe purchase and distribution of seeds.
An early adjournment was effected in order that
members might attend the funeral of Fernando
Wood
Tho Senate Judiciary Committee reported
adversely on the bill to confirm the title of settlers
on Des Moines river lands, on Monday, Feb. 21. It
was placed ou the calendar. The House Poet Route bill
was reported favorably and pasaed. The Legislative
Appropriation bill was taken up and considered in
committee of the whole. It prorides for the appro-
priation of $17,873,299, the Senate committee hav-
ing added $710,000 to tbe amount appropriated
by the bill as it passed the House. Mr. Harris pre-
sented a memorial from the National Tobacco Board
of Trade, asking for relief. The credentials of Mr.
Harrison, Senator-elect from Indiana, were present-
ed and filed. Senator David Davis presented the
resolutions passed by the Illinois Legislature with
regard to the retirement of Gen. Grant. In the
House of Representative*, Mr. McMahon offered a
resolution, which wan adopted, calling on the Secre-
tary of the Treasury for full information of his
dealings with syndicate* In the work of refunding.
Mr. Warner presented a bill for the appointment of
three fiscal inspectors to watch the collections and
disbursement* of tha treasury. Mr. Urncr offered
a measure for a commission to propose a remedy for
unjust charge* upon inter-Btate commerce. The
bill to Incorporate the Cherokee and
Arkansas River Railroad Company was pasaed. On
motion of Mr. Well*, the Hons* refuued to concur in
the Senate amendment to the Indian hlil, continuing
the Indian Commiaaion in exiatence, and a new con-
ference committee wa* appointed. Ihe bill to as-
certain the amount due the Choctaw nation of
Indiana by the Government was posted.
The House Committee on Elections dismissed
the petition of Mackey for the seat
South Carolina now occupied by Representative
O’Connor. Mr. Chalmere, of ‘Miaalssippi. intro-
duced an anti-pro tective-Uriff resolution, tbe pur-
port of which Is, that after an article Is manufact-
ured In this country for ten yeara the tariff impoeed
on similar article* Imported from another country
should be such only aa would protect the mechanic,
and not the capital 1*1
The Senate Finance Coramittee, on the morn-
ing of Tuesday, Feb. 22, reported the hill to repeal
tho taxes on bank capital, deposit* and checks, with
a substitute abolishing only the tax on dejKwlt*.
The substitute paased. A joint reeolution appro-
priating $30,000 for a monument to mark tha
birthplace of Waabtngton waa adopted. Mr.
I-ogan tried to call up the Grant Retirement bill,
or have it made tho special order for next
day, bnt the motion wa* defeated. The Legislative
Appropriation bill was considered In committee of
the whole, amended In so.ne few particulars, and, on
being reported to the Benate, waa read s third time
and pasted. The Joint resolution providing for an
investigation of the alleged fraudulent statistics
used before the Halifax Flsberiea Commis-
sion wa* reported to the HouaS of Repre-
sentative* and referred to the committee of the
whole. The Agricultural Appropriation bill waa
taken up and passed. Mr. Cox gave notice that ho
would call np the Apportionment bill on Wednesday.
The Sundry Civil mil was considered, but no action
waa taken. Tbe Benate amendment* to the Poet
Route bill wore concurred in. The Pension bill,
with Benate amendments, waa passed.
if it goefl on all fours. An exchange tells
this droll fitory of a clergyman’s experi-
ment, and how it ende^ :
Some yearsl|o there 4wed in Centra)
New York a very worthy but eccentric-
divine known os Father Goss. He had
a hired man named Isaac, who always,
obeyed orders without question.
Father Goss bought a cow ope dav
which proved refractory when milked,,
refusing to surrender the lacteal fluid,,
although Isaac used all the persuasive-
arts of which he woe master. He Anally
reported her delinquencies to his mas-
ter,
“Well, Isaac,” said he, “go to the
barn and get those pieces of new rope.”
Isaac obeyed ; the cow was driven to
the stable, tied with a piece of rope,
when the Rev. came ont armed with a.
knife.
“Now,” he explained to Isaac, “I
will get on the cow’s back, and you. tie
my feet beneath her, then you go on.
with your milking, and, with my weight
upon her, she must give down her milk."
Isaac obeyed. The feet were tied, the
pail got ana milking commenced.
But bossy objected, and plunged
wildly about. The stable waa low and
the Rev.’s head was fearfully thumped.
“ O Isaac ! Isaac ! ” bawled he, “ cut
the rope?”
Isaac seized the knife and cut, not the
rope which tied the master’s feet, but
the one that tied the cow. The stable
door was open, also the ^ard gate.
Away darted the frantic cow, the ter-
rified man on her back, helplessly roar-
ing, “ Stop her, stop her 1 "
While madly careering down the road
he met a parisioner who excitedly called,
“Why, Mr. Goes, where are you go-
ing?’*
“Only God and this cow knows,”
groaned he; “I don’t.”
The animal was finally caught, and
the man released, much frightened but
unhurt.
Jay Gould.
Jay Gould is forty-five years of age,
but looks younger. There is a slight
tinge of gray upon his black beard, and
his high, full forehead and sharp, dark
eyes, attract notice. His friends say that
within a year or two he has changed his.
method of doing business, when he used
to manipulate stocks altogether. They
say he is now exclusively engaged in the
establishment and management of great
telegraph and railway enterprises. But
it won’t do to rely wholly upon the ap-
parent stillness of the man who holds
the stock market by the throat, and can
choke sheckles out of it whenever he hap-
pens to be in the mood. Some twenty
years ago Mr. Gould married a Miss
Miller, whoso father was of the firm of
Dater & Co., grocers. They have six
children. Mr. Gould is eminently a man
of habits. At the close of business ho
1 pure ground coffee,” tho
t and New York is to mix
The Turkey.
Many conjectures have been hazarded
as to how the very inappropriate name of
“ turkey” has been applied to a bird
which we know was intxoduoed from
America. I believe the trnth of the
matter to, be this : Several, if not most,
of the medieval zoologists— I may par-
ticularly cite Belon and Aldrovandus —
hopelessly confounded the turkey and the
guinea-fowl under the name, proper to
tbe latter, of Meleagris. Gesner must,
indeed, be excepted, for he clearly saw
that the turkey was not the Meleagris,
and, finding .it had been written of ss
Gallus peregrinus or Pavo Indians, he
accordingly (in 1555) coined for it the
names Gallopavns or Pavogallus, which
he used almost indiscriminately. But
this confusion was not confined to natu-
ralists. We have in Gooper’s edition of
the “Bibliotheca Eliotee,” published in
1542, “ Meleagrides, byrdes which we
doo call hennes”— the earliest use of the
latter name with which I am acquainted.
It is, therefore, obvious that “ Turkey
hen,” was at first synonymous With
“Guinea hen.” As tne birds became
commoner and better 'known, the con-
fusion was, of course, gradually cleared
up, and the name “ turkey” clove to the
bird from the new world ; not, I think,
without some reason, for by its con-
stantly repeated call-note, which may be
syllabled “ turk, turk; turk,” it may be
said to have named itself.— iVofes and
Queries.
egraphio operator
and private secretary. Private wires ena-
ble him to communicate with his broker
and aids at all hours of the day and
night No man works harder than he.
Wine and tobacco are forbidden guests.
Reading and looking at his magnificent
pictures are his ouly recreation. He is-
a ‘generous, open-hearted large-minded,
unostentatious man. To his family Mr.
Gould is devotedly attached. He rarely
___ travels either for business or pleasure,
from unless accompanied by some of his chil-
dren. They have anything and every-
thing they want, and do just as they




one bushel of beans and one of roasted
peanuts with one bushel of cheap coffee.
The package is then labeled: “None'
better— beware of imitations.”
THE MARKETS.
. - NEW YORK.
Bkkth ....... . .................... W M <*11 7$
Hoo* ......... A ................. «00 0 6 40
CoTTOW ............................ 1W4
Fi-ol-r— Superfine .................. 3 80 0 4 00
Wmxat— No. 2 Spring ............. 1 14 @ 1 J'
No. 2 Winter .............. 1 17 6 1 18
Conn— Ungraded ................... 66 a ^
Oath- Mixed Western .............. 43 <4 44
Pone— Mess ........................ 13 60 ai® 30
Lard .............................. 10*3 We
CHICAGO.
Bektxs — Choice Graded Steer*. .... 6 60 a ® 1®
Cows and Heifers ......... 3 00 a 4 25
Medium to Fair .......... 4 60 a 6 00
Hoofl ............................... 6 00 (4 6 60
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex.... 6 75 a 8 00
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 00 a 3 25
Whxat^-No. 2 Spring .............. 08 a "
No. 3 Spring .............. 87 (4 81
Cor»— No. 2 ....................... 37  (# 39
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 29 £
Bra— No. 2 ........... . ............ 87 a , 88
Buttxr— Choice Creamery......... 81 a 3J
Eons— Fresh ....................... 24 « »
Pork— Mess .......... ............. 1* 30 al® 71
Lard .............. ............... 10X0 10)6
MILWAUKEE. < . _
Whkat-No. 1 ..................... 1 ® 1 22
No. 2 ............ - ........ 97 0 98
.. 37 0 38
.. 30 a 3i
Ryk _ No 1 ....................... 87 a
.. 83 a M




Oats— No. 2.. ...... ....... ..... .. .. 83 a ;34a 88
Pork Mess. ................. 016 75
CINCINNATL
Wte-io
.. 1 06 0 1 06
.. 42 a 43
.. 35 0 36
Ryk ............. . ................
Pork Mess .....................
. 07 a »8
016 60
Lard. . ........................ . . 10 a io>tYTOLEDO. . _
Whkat— No. 1 White. .............. 1 01 (* J 02
No. 2 lied. ................ 105 « 106
Corm-No. 2 ....................... 42 a 48
Oats— Na 2 ...... . ................ 35 a - 36
DETROIT.
Flour— Choice .................... 4 90 a 0 26'
Wheat-No. 1 White. .............. 99 a 1 OO
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Back Again and Mettled Down to BunI-
n cm— End of the Beginning.
Lamsiko, Fob. 19, 1881.
Panmant to adjournment, the law-makera
mot again on Tuesday evening, many of them
haring spent their recces in faithful work in
visiting the State institutions, some members
< being upon as many as three such committees,
and others having had a good time in sundry
other ways. Be that as it may, those who did
the most visiting are the ones who will bo ttie
best paid, as members who go out upon com-
mittee work are allowed not only the usual
mileage— 10 cents i>er mile each way— but their
hotel and hack fare as well. To those tfho are
on two or three committees, the item of mileage
is quite an object
SETTLING DOWN TO BUSINESS.
While the first month of the session seemed
to outsiders, at least, to have slipped away with-
out a very great amount of work having been
accomplished, the members are now settling
down to business, and more work is being done
in one day than was done in three in the earlier
days of the session. While many do not know,
or appear to forget, that not one-half of the
work of legislation is done in open sessions of
the two houses, it is nevertheless true, so that
outsiders can tell but little fyotn the published
records just how fast legislation is progressing,
nor how much work certain members are doing,
any more than they can with certainty predict as
to the length of a session
NEARLY ENDED.
Next Wednesday marks fifty days, and closes
the time for the introduction of hills, so dial
the time until the end of a loug and busy even-
ing session upon that day mil bo fully im-
proved by each member, who either has or
thinks ho has a genuine reason for the intro-
duction of a bill. Already time is being gained
by the introduction of bills in what is known as
“ skeleton form,” the body of the bill being loft
to be completed after the hum' of the fifty
days is done. Tliis satisfies the constitntion of
the State and helps to preserve the constitu-
tions of the introducers of said bills. While
some might think that the end of the time for
introducing bills would find a large part of the
session's work accomplished, it has in fact only
nicely begun. The number of bills and joint
resolutions introduced np to this time (about
500) will no doubt be doubled by Wednesday
evening. If so, that means business until June,
as was the case two years ago.
THE BIGHT TO PETITION
or remonstrate is being extensively used by
Michigan’s citizens at the present lime. The
petitioners having had it largely their own way
for the session upon the proposed prohibition
amendment, the remonstrants are now getting
in their work in & right lively fashion, no less
than seventy-four remonstrances having been
presented to the Senate at one session tliis
week. It is a fact, though, as one Senator said
in the discussion upon the subject, that “ tho
unmo of no wife or mother appears on any one
of them.”
APPROPRIATIONS.
As this is a subject that more directly touches
the pocket of every taxpayer, we shall make an
effort to give in our next (if the bills are all
perfected by that time) a complete summing up
of all tbe appropriations asked for and liable to
be voted.
TEN CONGRESSMEN.
Senator Rich has introduced a bill eutitled
“ A bill to divide the State of Michigan into
ten Congressional districts." That, or some-
thing similar, will undoubtedly pass— if Con-
gress gets around with its work in that lino in
time.
THE PROHIBITORY QUESTION
has been the all-absorbing one hero during
most of the week, the consideration of the joint
resolution having some days ago been made the
special order for the 16th inst Upon that day
Detroit and other parts of the State were rep-
resented hero by hundreds of strangers, who
came to hear and help, if possible, in the pass-
age of tho resolution. The discussion began in
tho Senate, with every Available foot of room
occupied by au interested listener. The day
was spent in committee of the whole, with Mr.
Rich in the chair. Tho opponents of tho meas-
ure did all in their power to curtail and amend
the resolution, and it was finally placed upon
the order of third readiug. When the order
was reached next morning, and the resolution
had been read, au attempt was made to amend
it by stnkinR out the words “ or sacramental.”
which waa defeated by a vote of 27 to 4. An
attempt was next made to amend by striking
out tho word “mechanical," which also failed,
by a vote of 19 to 12. The vote was then taken
upon the final passage of the reaolntion, and it
lacked just one vote of the necessary two-thirds
required to pass it, the vote being :*
Yeas— Messrs. Billings, Brown, Buttars, Dick-
erman, Dow, Durkee, Ed sell, Farr, Goodwin,
Kilpatrick, Lovell, McGurk, Mars, Morrison,
Patterson, Iliob, Shaw, Stanton, Strong, Upson,
Wiusor— 21.
Nays— Messrs. Ambler, Capita, Chandler,
Ford, Gibson, Greusel, Rose, Russell Swift,
Welch- 10.
It waa reconsidered and rereferred to the
proper committee, who yesterday reported it
Lack in an amended form, and it was again
placed on the general order. It is thought
Uiat the other vote can be secured when the
resolution again comes up for passage, yet its
friends are not very confident Suon radical
changes were made by the last amendment that
wo herewith give the resolution entire as
amended :
Joint Resolution proposing an amendment to article
4 of the constitntion of this 8Ute, relative to the
prohibition of tbe manufacture and sale of spiritu-
ous, malt and vinous liquors, and the rights of
property therein, except for mechanical, medicinal
and sacramental purposes, and to provide a pun-
ishment for Ita violation by adding two new sec-
tions thereto, to stand as sections 49 and 50.
JUaolved by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives of the State of Michigan, That tbe
following amendment to tho constitntion of
this RUto be, and the same is hereby, proposed
to stand as section forty-nine (49) of article
f6ur (4) s
Sec. 49. The manufacture, gift or sale of
apiritnona, malt or vinotu liauora in this State
except for mechanical, meoicinal and saerm-
mental purposed, under State supervision, by
persons thereto licensed by the State, is pro-
hibited, and no property rights in such spiritu-
ous, malt or vinous liquora, except the right of
manufacture and gale for mechanical medici-
munufacture, sale or gift of spirituous, malt or
vinous liquors and the property rights therein
— ATo."
Tho ballots shall, in all respects, be canvassed
and returns made as in the oleotion of Justicet
of the Supreme Court
A HTBONO HINT.
Representative Baldwin, the father of the
House (being the oldest member), recently gave
the heirs of ex-Senator Chandler abroad hint
by offering the following concurrent resolutioi.
which, while it will hardly be adopted, Tould
very appropriately bo heeded by the heirs of a
man whom this State four times elected United
States Senator, and who tyft property valued at
nearly $8,000.000 :
Resolved (tho Senate concurring), That the
heirs of the late much-lamented ZaehUiah
Chandler be and they are hereby permitted, if
they so desire, to place upon the walls of the
Capitol of tho State of Michigan a full-ltogth
portrait of the said Zacnariah Chau diet, and
they are hereby further permitted to sclept the
most suitable place, as in their judgment and
taste would be most suitable, cither fe tho
Governor's parlor, in Senate chamber, o: hall
of Representatives.
ODDS AND ENDS.
Tho death of the House messepgff boy,
Bertie Clippenger, who, while playing ferouud
the south stairway, on the 10th, footahly at-
tempted to slide down the hamster, Bud fell
over fifty feet to the marble floor beutatb, and
was instantly killed, called out appropriate
resolutions by the House, and an appropriation
of $100,
the old volunteer fire department of Detroit :
to repeal the act incorporating the Detroit
and Howell plank road ; repealing the act re-
lating to interest : making an appropriation for
the education of the deaf and dumb ; author-
izing the incorporation of Millers' Mutual Fire
Imnu-ance Company. The following passed on
third reading : Detaching territory from Kal-
kaska and annexing the same to Milton, An-
trim county ; amending Motion 2,027 relaUve to'
cattle running at large.
House.— Bills were introduced in the House
as follows : Relative to Coroner's inquests ;
relative to primary schools ; amending the Dog
Tax law ; relative to garnishees in Justices’
courts; to amend the charter of Negannee ;
for tlie relief of charitable, penal and pauper
institutions ; amending the law permit-
ting tie city of Detroit to borrow
money for a central public market :
making the reoords of the United States signal
service evidence m cotins ; relative to procoo d-
iugs against debtors by attachment ; relative
to return and gammoning of jurors ; to regu-
late the practice of medicine ; to define the
powers of prosecuting attorneys in criminal
cases ; amending the law in reference to forms
of deeds ; for recompensing Adjt. Gen. Robert-
son for preparation of the work “ aiichi-
gau in the War.” Bills passed as
follows : To repeal section 2.854 re-
quiring manufacturing companies to report to
the Auditor General; annexing an island in
Grand Traverse bay to the town of Peninsula ;
witli which to pay all expenses con- j tho joint resolution submitting to a vote of tho
ueeted with his funeral. i ' l^opiotlio question of a general revision of the
Speaker Moffat still continues too s’
turn to Lansing and his duties, at
pro tem Ball is still discharging tho
duties in an able and satisfactory mi
While both branchos of the Legis.
been talking temperance during the
Goo. W. Bain, of Kentucky, who
one of tho most eloquent men on t
platform, lias delighted large a
four evenings of the week, by rin,
toni|)erauco speeches, the fourth
resentative Hall, last evening, tl











ng in Rep- j
large hall
constitution ; repealing sections 1,860 to 1,448
inclusive, obsolete laws ; reincorporating the
village of Mendon ; against tho unauthorized
issue of highway orders ; for the safety of per^
sons attending public assemblies ; for "the pub-
lication of monthly crop and stock rojxirU.




Tuesday, Feb. 15.— Senate.— fhe Michigan
Legislature reassembled this caning, after a
ten day*' recess. In the Senate^ thirty-five re-
monstrances, covering 5,000 pires, were pre-
sented against the proposed prihibition meas-
ure. This measure comes up U committee of
tho whole in tho Senate tomorrow. The
Women’s Christian Temperance Union has ar-
ranged for excursion trams frofi various cities.
A bill was introduced, approbating $180,000
for the Reform School for Girls. Senator
Greusel gave notice of a bill tewind up the af-
fairs of the old volunteer Fin Department of
Detroit, and to divide tho funis which that or-
ganization has acquired durin its existence of
many years. The value of it^operty is some-
thing over $50,000.
House.— Notice of a bill rts given by Mr.
Romick, requiring railroad cenpanies to receive
and deliver grain to the elovahrs of private par-
ties, to permit tho same tqbe connected with
the railroad tracks, and toiharge like rates as
to the railroad companies' own elevators. A
resolution offered by J. H. Vhite was adopted,
instructing the State Trasurer to report the
amount of tax paid by thostreet-railway com-
o&nies to the State since tttir organization.
Wednesday, Feb. 16.-^enate.— Tho ques-
tion of submitting the tfoposed prohibition
amendment to the constitilion to the voters of
the State came up in coraijittoe of tho whole
in the Senate in the form ̂  a joint resolution.
Speeches were made in fat»r of the proposed
amendment by Senators Farr, Billings and
Winsor, and in onj oaitia thereto by Senators
Capiis, Gibson, ChandleiAnd Ambler. Amena-
ments were offered induing cider in tho prop-
ortion, and including in reference to “ me-
chanical, medicinal am manufacturing pur-
poses." The ainendmonk were rejected. When
the vote came to be tajen on stiildug out all
after the enacting clau/D, the motion failed—
yeas 10, nays 1(1 Tho joint resolution was re-
committed to the Cosmitteo on Liquor Traffic.
Other business in the Senate consisted in the
introduction of bills d follows : For an upper
house in the ComnW Council of Detroit ; to
detach territory fromKalkaska county and at-
tach the same to Jilton, in Antrim county ;
appropriating mon^to buy books for the State
Liurary ; amendingthe laws relative to drain-
age, and for tho elEtion of an additional Drain
(kimmisaioner in cjrjr township. The follow-
ing passed : The louse bill to repeal the act
of 1877 in refereu^ to the appeal of cases in
chancery ; also, aiionding the laws relative to
the turning at largt of cattle.
House.— Dan fn Auken was appointed
Messenger. The following bills were intro-
duced : For an /ppropriation for tbe State
Library ; amendiifr the aot for general and spe-
cial elections ; talctine and suppress tramps ;
regarding the compensation of the Register of~ " iwassee county; repeal-
piled laws, for the relief of
iunteera ; to compel ohildron
attend school and to pro-













aents ; to provide medical
ting material ; for tho adop-
form of fire insurance policy ;
5,900 regarding depositions;
tice at law and ohancery ;
4,971 for the transfer
one circuit to the
bill making
an appropriation for the Agricultural College
was recommitted. Tho following passed on
third reading : To amend an act to enlarge tho
powers and duties of Deputy Sheriffs ; to pro-
vide for the sale of lands by executors tn cer-
tain cases ; to amend section 12, article 6 of the
constitution relative to tho Clerk of the Su-
premo Court; to require tho holders of un-
recorded deeds to record the same : to
reincorporate Benton Harbor ; detaching
Cleon from Wexford county and attaching the
same to Manistee county ; to provide for the
disposal of unclaimed moneys in tho bauds of
executors ; for an appropriation for repairing *
tho steps of the new Capitol ; for the sale of
lands by executors in certain cases ; to amend
tho charter of East Saginaw. The Committee
on the Liquor Traffic reported the joint reso-
lution for amending the consiflution with
amendments, and it was ordered printed and
placed on tho general order. Tho amend-
ment places the sale of liquors in
tho hands of regularly appointed
State officials. A concurrent resolution was
adopted providing for new fountains in ths
Capitol grounds. Bills introduced : To amend
the charter of East Saginaw ; for tho appoint-
ment of an Assistant Attorney General ; for a
commission to proscribe methods of keeping
and auditing accounts at State con-
ventions ; making au appropriation for
tho support of the State Public School;
to protect tho people from empiricism and
quackery ; appropriating $39,000 for the State
Normal School ; in reference to County School
Examiners, interest on educational funds, and
to provide for graded schools ; amending the
law with reference to tho Detroit House of Cor-
rection ; amending the laws relating to judg-
ments in criminal cases ; in reference to the
support of wives and children in Detroit
House.— The House also had a tilt at a pro-
hibition amendment to the constitution, which
it is proposed to submit to a vote of tho peo-
ple. The following bills were introduced : To
establish a Justice Court system in Grand Rap-
ids ; amending the law relative to legacies ;
amending the charter of tho schools of Grand
Rapids ; extending the limits of De-
troit ; to establish a department of
theology at Michigan University; fixing
the amount of attorney’s fees on mortgage
foreclosure ; repealing section 5,599, relative
to Circuit Court Commisaiouera ; for the form-
ation of associations of members of the bar ;
organizing the town of Garfield, Schoolcraft
county ; for tho protection of cranberry
marshes ; for rechartering Burr Oak ; amend-
ing tho law relative to offenses against prop-
erty ; to provide for tho punishment of con-
firmed criminals ; relative to disorderly per-
sons ; relative to marriage ; to license
peceons to drink spirituous liquors ; amend-
ing the lawa relative to interest on money ;
permitting tho Detroit water works to supply
water to residents of adjoining towns ; for the
formation of electric light companies ; amend-
ing the act regarding the incorporation of vill-
ages ; regulating a widow’s right of dowry in
the personal property of her husband ; regard-
ing railroad compamea ; to provide for safety
at railway switches and crosunga. The fol'ow-
ing bills were passed on third reading ;
Repealing the law relative to lighthouses;
amending tbe laws relative to general
and special election ; detaching territory from
Little Traverse and attaching ths same to Bear
Creek ; changing the name of Lincoln to West
Standish : detaching territoir from Littlefield
and attach, ng it to Maple River. A resolution
instructing the Committee on Jodioiary to re-
port back to the House upon its request all
matters referring to ths compilation of the
laws was adopted. The bill transferring 81




nal and sacramental purposes, under State
pervision, by persons hereto licensed, ball
Be it further resolved, That said constitu-
tional amendment shall be submitted to the
quired to give notice of the same to the Sheriff
of the several counties of this State in the
same manner that he is how required to do in
the cade of the election of Justice* of the Su-
preme CJourt, and the several townships and
cities in this State shall prepare a. suitable box
for the reception of ballots oast for or agirinst
said amendment. Each person for said
amendment shall have written or print-
ed, ot partly written and partly print-
ed, on his ballot, the woids, “Amendment to
the constitution relative to the prohibition of
the manufacture, sale or gift of spirituous,
malt or vinous liquors, and the pro peart v rights
therein— rea." And each person voting'against
said amendment shall have on his ballot, in
like manner, tho words, “Amendment to the
constitntion relative to the prohibition of the
other; to facilikte the procurement of proofs
of public reoorh ; amending section 6,191 rela-
tive to tctioniind proceedings at law ; amend-
ing act 256, Urs ot 1879, regulating lieus ;
amending soerm 7,586, relative to offenses
against propeiy; amending section 5,032, rela-
tive to stenogfrphera ; amending section 4,953,
relative to thj limits of lurisdiction of Circuit
Courts ; to eiend the time for the completion
of the Gran/ Rapids and Saginaw railroad :
amending U) act for the incorporation of
warehonso csnpafiies ; for the organization of
independent military companies; amending
section 55, olative to ballots ; repealing section
5,566, relatie to criminal proceedings before
Justices ; Mending act 88, laws of 1875, rela-
tive to higbvays ; authorizing Erie McArthfir
to build a lam in Morphy creek, Schoolcraft
county ; rtative to to the delivery of min by
railway companies ; authorizing the Commis-
sioner of Insurance te surrender to the Michigan
State Ins nance Company certain abstracts of ti-
tle. Mr. loom offered a resolution, which was
adopted, istrocting the Committee on Stats
Affairs toiaoertain the amount paid for legal
the oases of the Kalamazoo Asylum
in University, and to whom paid,
offered a resolution, which was
the Stats Land Commission
number of acres of ttkme lands
county donated to tM ' State, the
acres sold, and the price obtained
Thu hd at, Feb. 17.— See ate. —The joint
roHoluthn sabmittlng to the vote of the people
an amoidment to the constitution forbidding
tho manufacture, gift oe tale of alcoholic, malt
or tinoub liquors wss taken np. Amendments
tilling out the exemptions for mechanical
ad sacramental purposes were voted down.
1'ffi joint resolution then failed of a two-
thrds vote, the yeas being 21, and nays 10.
Ittraa referred to tbs Committee on Liquor
Tiffic. Mr. Greusel offered a resolution set-
tle forth that of tbe $6,000 appropriated in
1819 for improvement of the State Capitol
gmnds there was left a balance of $8,926.86,
nti instructing the State Auditor to contract
foitwo fountains for the State House grounds,
no! to exceed in cost the above sum. Bills
wee introduced as foDows: To amend the
chrter of Detroit ; to wind np the affaire of
Saturday, Feb. 19.— Senate.— The business
m the Senate :onniBted almost entirely of the
introduction of bills. The last day for the in-
troduction of bills is Fob. 23, and, in conse-
quence of the near approach of that date,
there is a rush of measures in both houses.
The following are the most important intro-
duced: Authorizing Hastings to appropriate
certain moneys to the payment of in-
debtedness on the High School ; amend-
ing the laws relative to damages
for trespass ; amending the law relative to tbe
Chippewa and Mackinaw county boundaries ;
amending section 21 of ths mining laws ; in
relation to the organization of the military
forces ; for the regulation of certain State in-
stitutions ; to amend the laws for the appoint-
meut of a Board of Commisriooere for penal
pauper and reformatory institutions ; amend-
ing the act establishing a State Public School ;
to divide tbe State into Congressional districts;
to nrovide for the appointment of a Superin-
tendent ; to consolidate and revise the laws re-
lating to the management of ths State Library}
to empower townships to assess taxes for the
opening and improvement of highways ; to
provide for the reassessment of taxes on part-
paid lands in certain oases ; for a grant of
swamp lands to drain overflowed lands in Pa-
vilion, Kalamazoo county. The following bills
passed on third reading : Appropriating money
for the Agricultural College ; turning over the
St Mary's Falls ship canal to the General Gov-
ernment ; reincorporating North villa ; reinoor-
porating Howell
House.— Bills were introduced : To protect
brook trout and grayling in Oceana county; rel-
ative to disorderly persons ; defining who is
authorized to impound animals ; relative to
offenses against the lives of individuals; amend-
ing the act relative to habeas corpus; for the ser-
vice of civil process on non-resident defendants:
appropriating money for tbe State Normal
School ; a joint resolution anthorizing the pnb-
licition of tbe book. “Michigan in the War
relative to injuries ; to ratify and confirm the
action of the Board of Control in disposing of
certain lands north and south of the railroad
from Port Huron te Flint ; for tbs apportion-
ment of Senators and Representatives k the
State Legislature ; revising ths aot relative to
tress along highways.
Monday, Feb. 21.-RiNATE.-Tho Legislature
occupied itself almost entirely with the Intro-
duction of new bills. Tho last day for tho in-
troduction of hills is Feb. 23, the constitutional
limit of fifty days from the opening of the sen-
sion. Following are some of the principal billN
introduced : For a penalty for willful discrim-
ination In the assenament of property ; amend-
ing the laws relative to summary proceedings
to recover lauds ; consolidating and amending
tho acts for the preservation of game ;
amending the laws relative to procced-
hig against debtors by attachment: fix-
ing the per diem of members from
the Upper Peninsula : dividing the State into
ten Congressional districts : regulating the sale
of liquors to nunors and intoxicated persons,
and to provide a remedv against persons selling
liquor to husbands or children ; for the protec-
tion of children; to provide for the placing on
sale of the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad
land ; repealing the act establishing a House of
Correction at Jackson; relative to Probate
Registers; appropriations for general ex-
penses of the State for 1881-82; for
the incorporation of railroads, construction
of union depots, and to maintain and ottonte
railroads tq afford access to other railroad com-
panies ; providing for the greater security of
life and property on railroads ; amending the
individual sto.kholdcrs’ act ; relative to fences
and cattle-guards on railroads ; relative to limi-
tations of actions in real proi>erty ; amending
the laws rcgulationg fishing in inland lakes ;
relating to tire and marine Insurance compan-
ioh ; for tho publication of a manual of lees
for tho use of judicial officers of the
State ; in relation to tho competency of de-
fendants as witnesses forthemselvos in criminal
cases ; amending tho laws relative to the par-
tition of lauds owned by several persons ;
amending the laws relative to the geological
survey ; a joint resolution tx> amend- sections
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 of article 19, entitled “Upper
Peninsula ;" to create the comity of Chandler.
Home.— The following are among the more
important acts introduced to-day : To punish
the soliciting of unauthorized fire and insur-
ance risks; amending section 4,407 relative to
the inventory of effects of deceased persons ; to
revise tho laws relating to countv and township
drain laws ; amending the Dram law as it re-
lates to Drain Commissioners ; relative to
levies on real estate ; repealing acts for tho
payment of bounties; relative to lawful fences ;
relative to railroads ; relative to tho admission
of attorneys ; to provide for the discharge of
chattel mortgages; relative to proceedings
against garmsheea ; relative to acknowledge-
ments of deeds ; relative to changing tho sites
of school- houses ; tit establish a House of In-
dustry m Detroit ; to provide for probate of
foreign wills ; relative to assignments of
creditors; appropriating $59,400 for the
Insane Asylum at Kalamazoo ; relative
to the transfer of insane soldiers; for
the collection and compilation of the laws ; for
the purchase of the Odd Fellows’ Institute at
Lansing as a School for tho Blind ; amending
the act for tho appointment of the Commis-
sioner of Railroads ; for the payment of mon-
eys due ou mortgages ; regulating the business
of co-operation and mutual benefit associations •
amending the act for tho opening of highways’
streets and alloys ; amending tho laws
relating to appeals from School Ins|>oct-
ors ; relating to letters testamentary ;
amending the laws relative to fees for printing
legal advertisements ; relative to the compensa-
tion of County Clerks ; relative te foes of
County Clerks ; prohibiting the manufacture
and sale of spirituous and intoxicating liquors,
ana to repeal all laws relating to tho same ;
amending the law relative to the time of hold-
ing annual school-meetings ; relative to health
offloers in townships; relative to notaries public;
amending the law relative to registration;
aroonding the Police act of Grand Rapids ; rela-
tive to the Police Court of Grand Rapids ; rela-
tive to assignments ; for ths incorparation of
business companies: establishing Fire and
Police Commissioners in Grand Rapids ; rela-
tive to proofs of demands for the in-
corporation of religious and educational
societies; repealing the act authorizing the
Roman Catholic Bishop of- Michigan to hold
property in trust and to provide for the vesting
of such property in lay trustees ; Joint resolu-
tion directing the State Military Board to pay
the Stats armorer $2.50 a day ; a Dog Tax law ;
authorizing plate glass and steam boiler insur-
ance companies.
A FRUIT FTL POEM.
A little peach In ths orchard grew-L
A little peach of snarald hu*.
- Xamaj City Times.
A little her, he dlmsd ths fenoe,
And look that pesch from hence to thenc*.
-Detroit Free Press.
And when he had eaten it he had inch a pain
Us said he’d never steal a green peach again.
—Richmond ( Va.) Baton.
A biggish dog did forward prance,
And matched a bite from that boy's pants.
— Cleveland Voice.
He joyful sang in homeward /roll*
But later grappled with Infant colic.
—Bloomington Eye.
The doefor came, but he couldn't save,
And they planted the peach seed by the boy's
grave.
—Steubenville Herald.
His tombstone bore the letters drear;
"No more the woodshed and the tear.’'
—Peoria Transcript.
Moral : Never sat a green, green peach.
That grows away out beyond your reach.




ladj in the land” is
An unpaid note often rises np in jad^
ment.
The railroad flagman does a flourish-
ing buHinesa.
“ Ip blood will tell, a mosquito should
bo confessing nearly all the time.
Goliath was the first person who
wore a bang on his forehead.
The retired prize-fighter generally
keeps a bar, showing the survival of tht
fittest
When you say that a girl’s hair is
black os coal, it is just as well to specify
that you do not mean a red-hot coal
Manitoba ought either to come into
tho Union and shut the door behind
her or stay out and keep her blizzards
to herself.
»“ If I punish you,” said a mamma to
her little girl, “ you don’t suppose I do
so for my pleasure, do you V' “ Then
whose pleasure is it for, dear mamma ? ”
“ Ecoenie, Eugenie, will you still in-
sist on wearing tho hair of another wom-
an upon your head ? ” “ Alphonao, Al-
phonso, do you still insist upon wearing
the skin of another calf upon your feet?”
A FINANCIALLY- MINDED youth got Up
the following Terse in a Detroit Sunday-
school :
Should all the banka of England break,
Should England’e bank be amaahed,
Bring In your check* to Zion’s bank,
And you will get them caahed.
Lord Holland told of a man remark-
able for absence of mind, who, dining
onco at some sort of shabby repast, fan-
cied himself in his own house and began
to apologize for the wretchedness of tho
dinner.
A Galveston widow is about to ]
A Bit of History.
The army of the Revolution was made
up of one battalion and three companies
of artillery ; three legions, three regi-
ments and one separate troop of cavalry,
and infantry as follows: Three regi-
ments and two separate companies from
New Hampshire ; fifteen regiments from
Massachusetts ; two regiments from
Rhode Island; eight regiments from
Connecticut ; five regiments from New
York ; eleven regiments and three com-
panies from Pennsylvania; one regi-
ment from Delaware ; seven regiments
from Maryland ; eleven regiments from
Virginia ; three regiments from North
Carolina; one regiment from South
Carolina; two (so-called) Canada regi-
ment* ; one German regiment ; one inde-
pendent corps ; “ Warner’s” regiment ;
four regiments made up of some consoli-
dated regiments ; one battalion of odds
and ends, and one invalid regiment,
ninety-one organizations ' in all ; staff
officers not known in ro giments ; Quar-
termasters and Commissaries must have
been either civilians or regimental offi-
cers. The Engineer Corps wss officered
almost entirely by foreigners. Koscius-
ko was appointed Colonel of Engineers
in 1776. In 1714 the army was reor-
ganized, with Gen. Knox as Major Gen-
eral, Baron De Steuben, Inspector Gen-
eral, with rank of Major General ; Tim-
othy Pickering, Quartermaster General,
with rank of Colonel ; John Pierce was
Paymaster General, and Samuel Hodg-
den, CommiasMy of Military Stores.
Only two regiments were organized at
that time of infantry ; one was called the
First American Regiment of Infantry,
and made np of Massachusetts and New
Hampshire troops, and the ether the
First United States Infantry (which is
now Hie Third Infantry). No increase
in the army was made until 1809, when
Gen. Wilkinson, as Brigadier General,
came to the head ; there were then one
regiment of artilleria te, ono regiment of
light artillery, one regiment of light
dngoons, seven regiments of infantry,
and oae regiment of rifleman.
a u u marry
her fifth husband. Her pastor rebuked
her for contemplating matrimony so
soon again. “ Well, I just want you to
understand, if the Lord keeps on taking
them I will, too,” waa the spirited reply.
—Galveston News.
The boast of a newspaper giving tho
fullest account ot a late revolting specta-
cle reminds us of what a campaign
speaker admitted of a political opponent :
“He can dive deeper, stay under longer,
and come up nastier than any man I ever
heard of.” — New York Mail.
The Milwaukee Sun speaks of a per-
son “ who turned as pale as the ace of
spades.” We always supposed the ace
of spades was red, and was hard to dis-
tinguish from the jack of— of— diamonds,
as we believe that card is called where
the figure wears a crown.— .Von istown
Herald.
“ You did wrong to shoot that man's
dog. You might nave pushed liim off
with the butt of your gun,” said the
Galveston Recorder to a man who was
charged with shooting a neighbor’s dog.
“I would have done that,” replied the
prisoner, “if the dog had come at me
tail first, but he came at me with his
biting end."
It lias become customary in Galveston
to refer all commercial troubles to the
Cotton Exchange. A few days ago a
prominent merchant slipped up on a ba-
nana-peel with the usual results. He
sat up on the wet pavement, and, look-
ing at the slippery peel, said : “ If I
knew what hyena put that peel there I’d
have him up before the Cotton Exchan
for impairing my standing on
street. —Galveston News.
A genial mistake : New beauty (un-
versed aayet in the mysteries ot high
life)— “ Who’s that wonderful old gen-
tleman?” The Captain—* 1 Sir Digby de
X
You nut blinders on ahorse so he can
see nothing that is going on about him,
and then blame him for trembling ana
starting to ran for eVery little noise.
Yon forget how frightened you were
when, with blinded eyes, you were in-
itiated into the awful mysteries of the
High Mightifal Lodge of Unbiassed
md Superincumbent Chinwaggers. And
why shouldn't a hone be frightened as
easily as a donkey?
Rigby, a Hampshire Baronet, one of the
oldest in England : James the First's
creation, you know.” New beauty (de-
termined to be surprised at nothing)—
14 Indeed I How well preserved he is I I
shouldn’t have thought him more than
70 or 80.”
She was a big, buxom lass, and when
her small beau called one evening she
said : “ Good evening, Lily." “I’m no
lily,” he replied, surprised at the idea ;
“you're the lily; men are never lilies.''
41 Yes, sometimes they are, and you es-
pecially are a lily. “How’s that?”
44 Lilliputian.” He then looked as if ha
wished he were an elephant”
w Don’t talk to me so f
I would km you to know
Tbs plcasurt’s been min* all throuf h Ilf*
To be my own boss -
But tbsu you, of course,
Won’t mention this fact to my wife
—Yonkers Statesman.
Sunday a little girl came home from
church and failed to repeat the text to
her mother as customary. The good
mother cast her deep, expressive eyes
reproachfully to her regretful child.
44 How could I, mamma, remember such
a long text, when every lady in tha con-
gregation had on a bran' new dress that
waa too sweet for anything? Oh, mam-
ma, you'd ought to have been te
churcn I” And all thoughts of tha text
were forgotten as she described what aha
saw te her loving mother.
Evot one should know that a prompt





NEWSPAPERS AND THEIB EEADEHS.
There are people who are loyal sub-
scribers, and who would not miss their
‘paper more than they would their break-
fast, who feel noioterest iu the political
or general news, nor in the discussion of
topics, or local items, but care only for
the marine intelligence. We have heard
a young man remark that be saw no use
in newspapers at all, he felt no interest in
them except the marriages and deaths,
and a card with these would be all that be
should ask for, and yet he bitterly com-
plained that the carrier had missed him
one morning. One old lady complains
that there are not enough love stories in
her paper; one reads only the items, and
another calls them sawdust, and studies
the longer accounts of events. One man
never reads an editorial article, and anoth-
er gathers all his notions of political and
social events from the editorial discussion
of these. In a newspaper, great or small,
a very widely varied taste has to be con-
sidered, and in pleasing the public the
journalist can hardly hope to please any
individual.
There is a general tendency to criticise
the truthfulness and the morality of news-
papers. If a story is doubtful, it is a news-
paper lie, and yet there is no respectable
journal which is not more careful in its
statement of facts than men of honor and
honesty are in their ordinary conversa-
tion. The responsibility of publicity is a
great restraint, and the account one gets
in the newspaper is generally more truth-
ful than that of an ordinary eye witness,
and sometimes than the facts arrived at in
a court of law. The papers criticise each
other severely, and are a check upon each
other. Their morality is necessarily up to
the average, and is actually above the av-
erage public sentiment. The best news
papers can be taken into any family witli
advantage to the morals and education of
young people of the household. The pre-
cepts of the minister delivered from his
pulpit are weakened by the consideration
that it is his trade to inculcate good mor-
als; but the secular journal makes no pre-
tensions of the sort, and its assumptions of
a general high tone of moral sentiment as
a matter of course among its readers is a
powerful stimulus to the prevalence of
such a standard.
The newspaper is a great educator, not
only of the young, but of the whole
people; the influence of such a body of
intellectual men, with such great audi-
ences os they have, cannot fail to be
great, and the character of the writers is
equal to that of any profes&ioo. It has
greatly improved over what it was in the
infancy of journalism, and now will not
Buffer by comparison with that of any
body of men.
1S0BIBNEB FOB XABOH
has a number of interesting points. The
second part of Mrs. Burnell's piquant
novelette, “A Fair Barbarian,” will be
eagerly read by those who have read the
first part, and will be found even more
interesting. That this story adds new
laurels to the author’s reputation is not
doubted by any one wtio has read it
through. “Ericsson's Datroycr, and her
New Gun,’! is the subject of a paper, by
Mr. Charles Barnard, which has the ad-
vantage of presenting the first drawings
of this long-expected piece of armament,
with some fresh details. In “Musical
Possibilities of America,” Mr. Theodore
Thomas writes practically of vocal and
instrumental culture, church and theater
music, bad and good methods of teach-
ing, and of American violins. Never-be-
fore engraved portraits of Charles and
Mary Lamb, from old paintings, embellish
a short paper by Mr. John Arbuckle. *Tn
London with Dickens” is a chronicle of
the localities of Boz, including Mr. Tulk-
ingborn’s house, Limehouse Hole, Jenny
Wren’s house, the Inns of Court, etc. Dr.
B. E. Martin, who contributes this paper,
writes from personal familiarity with the
places which he describes. Another simi-
lar paper is to follow. There is an illus-
trated article on "John Singleton Copley,”
by bis granddaughter, Mrs. Amory, giv-
ing a biographical account of an American
painter popularly little known, and pre-
senting engravings of "The Boy and the
Flying Squirrel,” the "Boy Rescued from
• Shark,” “Lady Wentworth," and other
illustrations. Still further variety Is given
to the number by a second paper of “Rec-
ollections of American Society,” by Mrs.
8. W. Oakey; an illustrated paper on
“Striped Bass." by Mr. Francis Endicott;
an account of "Protestantism in Italy,” by
Rev. Washington Gladden; more “Notes
of a Walker,” indnding discussion of
Shakspere's natural history, by John Bur-
roughs; “A Dangerous Virtue,” a striking
abort story, by Mr. H. H. Boyeson ; the
fifth part of Mr. Schuyler's, “Peter the
Great aa Ruler and Reformer,” illustrated
by Blum, Nehlig, and others, and the coo*
eluding paper of “Glimpses of Parisian
Art,” and many other valuable articles,
too numerous to mention in this issue.
LIPPINCOTT’3 MAGAZINE.
While the chief aim of the conductors
of Lippincott’s Magazine is to furnish en-
tertainment, the reader of the fresh and
lively sketches which fill the chief space
in the March number will find that he has
gathered information, on various topics,
as serviceable as if it had been acquired
by a more labbrious process. "Six Months
in a Country-House iu Russia," by Alain
Gore, gives an experience such as very
few American travellers have ever had the
good fortune to enjoy. The article on
“The Diamond-Mines of South Africa,”
by E. B. Biggar, brings down the history
of these remarkable discoveries to a recent
date, and depicts, with the aid of illustra-
tions, the present mode of working the
mines, the aspect of the settlements, and
the mixed character of the population.
"Moose-Hunting,” by "Canuck,” also
illustrated, is a vivacious account of the
sport as practised in Nova Scotia. “My
China Boys,” by Fanny Stevenson, is nut
only very amusing, but presents some
types of Chinese character not familiar to
mere casual observers. Pbebe D. Nalt
gives an account of “The Paris Art-
Schools” which must interest many read-
ers. Dr. Charles W. Dulles discusses the
“Physical Uses of Pain,” and Charles
Burr Todd describes “The American
Newgate,” onuuderground prison in Con-
necticut, once famous, but now known
only to the local antiquary.
“Lilith,” the short and somewhat melo-
dramatic serial which has attracted so
much attention, is concluded in this num-
ber, the denouement being ingenious and
satisfactory. There are two spirited short
stories— “The Kid” and “A Law of Na-
ture”— and a capital sequel to the Shaks-
pearian burlesque, "Place aux Dames,"
which was published iu Lippincott’s some
years ago, and which has ever since been
in steady demand for private theatricals.
Another short serial, with the quaint title
of “Cruque o-Doom,” will be commenced
in the April number.
THE MARCH Vf. NICHOLAS.
The most striking things In the March
St. Nicholas are Mrs. Olipbant’s admir-
able paper giving the touching story of
“Lady Jane Grey” (to be followed in
April by the companion article on “Mary,
Queen of Scots”); an illustrated account
of two sturdy Icelandic boys and their
desperate “Encounter with a Polar Bear”;
“Mary Jane Describes Herself,” an illus-
trated autobiography of a Sundayschool
scholar; a new scientific in-door amuse-
ment called “The Magic Dance"; an inci-
dent of Adelina Patti's childhood, when
traveling in the United States, in 1854,
with Ole Bull and Maurice Strakosch; and
the lour serials,— the fourth installment of
Rossiter Johnson’s story of “Phaeton
Rogers,” in which is described that young
inventor’s disastrous “horizontal balloon-
ascension”: Dr. Oswald’s stirring “Ad-
ventures in Nature’s Wonderland”; Mrs.
Clara Erskine Clement’s second paper of
“Stories of Art and Artists,’’ with six pic-
tures; and Hie anonymous “Mystery in a
Mansion: a Story of an S. S.” There are
more than fifty illustrations, a page of
music, and an Anglo Chinese story for the
boys and girls to interpret.
Notice for Publication.
Lard Office at Rrrd Citt, Mich, i
February 19, 18B1.
VTOTICK la hereby glren that the following
iv uetned aelllcr bus Hied notice of bin inten-
tion to make final proof in support of hia claim,
and final entry thereof, and that taid proof will
be made before the Clerk of the Circuit Coart of
Ottawa County, Michigan, at the County seat on
Tneadajr the 6th day of April, 1881,
vli: Henry Ton Have, homestead entry, No. (J967
for the NX of N.W.* A N.;W. * of N. R. *
Sec. 9, T. b N., H. lb W., and names the following
witnexsea to prove his continuous residence upon
and cultivation of said tract, viz: Myron H. Howell
of Holland, P. 0. and Wieger Brouwer of Holland
P. O. and Uerrlt Timmor of Holland, P. O. and
Jacob Luidens of Holland, P. O., all of Ottawa
County, Mich.
S-bw EDWARD STEVENSON, Register.
The Immix Plaster!
A Positive and Permanent
CURE FOR CANCER!
Without the use of the knife.
One application of'tho IMMIX PLASTER will
draw the Cancer out in a few days, with Its every
root and fibre, thus effecting a permanent cure,
and preventings recurrence of the dread mtlady.
This Is no humbug, but a positive and reliable
cure, without sickness, dcblilty, or evil results to
the patient; and all afflicted with the loathsome
disease of Cancer are sincerely urged to try this
never-falling, permanent remedy. The Plaster,
with full particulars for its application, will be
sent to any address on receipt of Six Dollars ad-
dressed (registered letter to
S. 0, SMITH,
Coatlcook, P. Q. Canada.
fW" The highest references given as to respecta-
bility and standing when required, Including Ed-
itor of this paper. 1-ly
CTARTLINCO DISCOVERY!
LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim of youthful imprudence cansing Prema-
ture Decay, Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried in vain every known remedy, has dis-
covered a simple self cure, which he will send FREE
to his fellow-sufferers, address J. H. REEVES.
43 Cbatliam ftL, Pi. Y.
1-ly
 aa WMcbea Stem winder* JO. White meUt nnntlnrCw.
$*. Imitation cold to. SolIdKoldtIX Chea|><-<t and br«t
.X § for your own um or •perulatlT* purpow*. ValnabU rat-




has pasted into the hands of his successor
Opposite the POST-OFFICE
EIGHTH STREET.
The stock remains complete. Is constantly filled up,
and the goods are
SLAUGHTERED




The Scmti/U American Is a 1 arge First-Class
Weekly New*paper of Sixteen Pages, printed in
the most beaotilul style, profustlk illiutraUd with
ntitniAd UUutraHoiii, representing the newest In-
ventiuos and the most recent Advances in the
Arts aid Sciences; including New and Interesting
Facts in Agriculture, Horticulture, the Home,
Health, Medical Progress, Social Science, Natural
lllstor], Geology, Astronomy. The most valuable
practUil papers, by eminent writers In all depart-
ments if Science, will je found In the Scientific
America).
Terms $3.20 per year, $1.60 half year, which in-
cludes (osiage. Discounts to agents, single
copies, fen cents. Sold by all Newsdealers. Re-
mit by ptstal order to MUNN A CO., Publishers,
37 Park low, New York.
In connection with the
sciminc AX ESI CAN,
_____ CO., are solicitors of American
and Foreljii Patents, have had 35 years experience,
and now lave the largest establishment in the
world. pReuts are obtained on the hurt terms.
A special lotlce Is made In the Scientific American
of all luveitlons patented through this Agency,
with the nine and residence of the Patentee. By
the Immene circulation thus given, public atten-
tion is dirtied to the merits of the new patent,
and sales oiiutroduction often easily effected.
Any puran who has made a new discovery or
invention, nn ascertain, /res o/ cAarty, whether
a patent cai probably bo obtained, by writing to
MUNN & O. We also send free our Hand Book
about the Paent Laws, Patents, Caveats, Trade-
Marks, thelrosts, and how procured, with bints
for procuring advances on inventions. Address
for the Pupel or coucernlng Patents.
MUNN & 10., 37 Park Bow, New York.
Branch Oflle, cor. F. 1 7th Sts., Washington,
D.C.
PATENTS
Messrs. JfiJNN X .
Notice for Publication.
Land •rrtez at Reid Citt, Mich.
January 25, 18sl.
"MOTICE Is lereby given that the following
iv named setter has filed notice of his inten-
tion to make finl proof in support of his claim,
and final entry hereof, and that said proof will
he made before he Clerk of the Circuit Court of
Ottawa Couuty, Mich., at the county seat on
Tuesday the 5th day of March, 1881,
vis: George W. lampbell, homestead entry. No.
6Mb for the Ktf o N . W. *, Bee. II , T. b N., R. 16
W, and names thtfol lowing witnesses to prove his
continuous residacc upon and cultivation of said
tract, viz: Arnold )e Fey ter of Holland, P. O. and
Henry M. Scott, if Holland, P. O. and Lorenzo
Lawrence, of ilollnd, P- O. and John M. Horton,
of Holland. P. U, al of Ottawa county, Mich.
51 -5w EDWAID STEVENSON, Register.
Read This ! !
Just Received at the Store of
F. A A. Steketee
a large assortment of
S EC A. W Hi S
AND LADIES & MISSES’ CLOAKS.
Underwear for both Sexes. Flannel and Woolen
Blankets, Ribbons— ae fine an assortment as
any in the city— cheap. Nubias, Misses
and Children’s Knit Hoods.
COLUMBIA AND OTHER YARNS.
Dress Goods from 10c and upward, and a full as-
sortment of Ladies’ Skirts.
Gents’ White Shirts— ihe best 50c Shirt
ever sold in Holland.
Feathers of the best grade always on hand at
bottom figures.
-A Full Stock oL-
GROCERIES
A better 50c Tea than ever; Roasted Coffee of
many varieties The best chee>c. New Holland
Herring, by the keg or piece. The Best Oat Meal
always on hand and fresh, etc., etc.
Salt by the pound or barrel.— Harris &
Smith’s Safety Lamps, ami many more
goods, too numerous to mention.
Come and inspect our Stock.
P. & A. STEKETEE.




By J. W. BEUL.
And sold at
For the Holland City Sewt.
Mr. Editor:— I deem it necessary to
explain to the public my present position,
as Superintendent of Mr. J. Fixter’s Stave
factory: It was mutually agreed between
the different factory owners here, not to
Interfere with each other’s business in re-
gard to purchasing holts. It now appears
that Mr. P. Pfaustiehl feels so sore over
his discharge as superintendent, by Mr.
Fixter, that he has been devoting; all his
efforts to have the bolt manufacturers
bring them to the Butter Tub Manufacto-
ry, without any authority of the Butter
Tub Company. This I wish distinctly
understood. I will also add that I pay
the highest market price for elm stave
bolts, and white ash stave bolts, and bass-
wood heading holts, in cash; black ash
we will also take, all they can bring, but
will not ofler cash down.
I publish this, not to injure Mr. P. Pfan-
stiehl, hut merely to let the public know,
what is going on.
JAMES KONING.
Holland, Feb. 24, 1881.
LOWER PRICES
THAN EVER.
Come and See us and we will
show you what we can
do for you.
Come. Early or Late
You riel** by making money when a
golden c.mce In offered, thereby always
keeping overly from your door. Those
who alwa> take advantage of the good
chances for maktngmoney that are offered, gen-
erally become weafty, while those who do not
Improve such chanes remain in poverty. Wv
want many men, woien, boys and girls to work
for us right In their ovn localities. The holiness
will pay more than GUlmcs ordinary w ages. We
furnish an expenslvontflt and all that you need,
free. No one who agages fails to make money
very rapidly. You c<i devote your whole time to
the work, or only yotr spare moments. Full in-
foimation and all thals needed sent free.
Address, BTINthN & CO., Portland, Maine,
New, Authentic and Thrilling History of the
Lives and wonderful Adventures of America's
Great Outlaws,
The Younger Brothers,
Frank and Jesse James
And tbclr band of hlghwajmcn down to 1881.
Contains more than 40 Illustrations embracing late
Portraits of the principal characters, Including
Frank James, never before published, at d 1§
FINE COLORED PLATES. Interviews and let-
ters from Cole Younger— Startling Revelations.
All about the black flag, the black oath, the secret
cave, and hundreds of other wonderful things.
Most exciting bock ever published; mure tlirillinir
than a romance, yet true in every essential. Pella
like wild-flrcl 10,(i00 ordered In advance. Nothing
like It! beats everything! Over 400 pages, price
$1.50. Agent’s canvassing ontflt, 50 cents. Write
immediately for foil particulars, to HISTORICAL
PUBLISHING CO., St. Louis. Mo. bl-4w
ORGANS, ORGANS,
If you wish a
FIRST-CLASS ORGAN
At VERY LOW FIGURES then give a call at
the large and well supplied
FURNITURE STORE OF
Meyer, Brouwer <0 Co.
51 4m
Holland, Feb. 5, 1881. 52-Cm
To the Public.
Having revoked the authority formerly vested In
Mr. Peter Pfaustiehl,
as my agent, I cantlon the public at largo, and
business men tn particular, to repudiate all his
orders purportingjto be on my account, or for me,
to-day and after this date.
JOSEPH FIXTER.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 31, 1881. W-4w
The Condition Powders of Prhf. Wellen-
burg, for sale at the drug store of Dr.
VVm. Van Putten, have been used in my
stable in the year 1874, when the epizootic
was raging throughout the laud, with the
very best success and recommend them
freely for the use of ailments in horses.
U. BOONE.














low as a sequence^
of Self Abuse
Los* of Menfory, A Aat,
BEFORE TAIIII.Univer*al Lassl- imer
Hide, Patn in the Back, Dimaess of Vision, Pre-
mature Old Age, and many othnr Dlteaies that
lead to Insanity or Consumption and a Prema-
taro Grave.
Pir*Fall particulars In our pamphlet, which wc
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
Specific Medicine la sold by all druggist at $1 per
tackage, or six packages for $5. or will be sent
rce by mail on receipt of the money, by ad-
dressing TUP. GRAY MEDICINE CO.
N >. 106 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
For Sale In Holland by Heber Walsh. 59-ly
MEAT MARKET
— IN THE —
FIRST WARD.
The undersigned annonces to the Public that
they have finished their n<w Meat Market and are
now ready to supply their ustomers with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages, h promptness and fair
dealing they feel conflden of giving satisfaction
to al! those who wish to fyor them with part of
their trade
The stand Is one door wstof the store on the
corner of Elghthau Fish Sttet.
V. BUTKAU,
. VAN ZOEREN.
Holland. July 14. 1878.
Outfit furnished free, with ful! Instructions
for conducting the most profitable business
that anyone can engage In. The busineaa
Is so easy to learn, and nur instructions
are so simple and plain, that any one can make
great profits from the very start. No one can fall
who Is willing to work. Women are as successful
as m»*n. Boys and girls can earn large sums.
Many have made at the business over one hundred
dollars In a single week. Nothing like It ever
known before. All who engage are surprised at
the ease and rapidity with which they are able to
make money. Yon can engage In this business
during yonr spare time at great profit. You do
not have to Invest capital in it. « e take all the
risk. Those who need teady money, should write
to us at once. All furnished free. Address,
TRUE & CO.. Augusta, Maine.
WJUID
10,000 SrBHKLB BtTIKYES, of which I
_ __ ni»k« BuckejfPlIe Ointment, V.’irrri.tc;! to
AddreM with itioip. Dr. J.N. T>blir, St I.ouii. M*.
/
THE FIRM
Are now prepared to fill all orden for
Caskets & Coffins,
They keep conatantly in stock the finest
BLACK WALNUT&CLOTH CASKETS
of different sizes and quality enltahle for all
claesea. They have also a fin* assortment of
Gents’ and Ladies’ Rotes
AND OTHER FUNERAL NECESSITIES.
ANTI SEPTIC FLUID
For preserving the dead, always on hand. Bl-4tn
JOHN PENN0YER,
WATER ELM LOGS fl,lcS'i“;?r Co
"Wanted.. WukHgtnSl, • GmdEtra, M,
51-Smo.
Wood Package & Basket Factory, toen & mont<




COUGHS, CCUGHS, COUGHS, COUGHS,
(Roughs, Colds, and Congestion of Lungs can Le cured. Q
Qnly SEE the RISHT Remedies quickly procured, Q
Universally used, ind by all RECOMMENDED. U
fl.ET ECLECTRIO OIL, it is perfectly splendid. Q-
U ave a care, Dr. Thanas’ jSclectric^J^ H
flold by every Druggist, the name PONT bOR(jET\_ Q
Sold by all Druggist. PRICE 50 bents and 11.00.
Oo to D. R. MBBNGS for Mra Prnman’a New National Dyes. Forbrightneiaanddarabllll: #f
color they are anequaled. Color i to tlba., price ibcopta.




Flowers, Laces, Beaded and Silk,
FRINGES AND GALOONS, CIRCULARS,
Dolmans. Gloaks, Plait & Brocade Velvet, Silks,
Satins In all desirable d)lor». Crspe, Glove., Hosiery
Germantown Yarn, Vfeosted, Canvas, Embroidery,
SIX. K A 2>T 3D trx A I R OKDODS.
L. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,




8now, mow, some more snow.
Cashing notes U not as po
was. • _
No particular lntere»tl^K news from tm
Transml seat of war/ A. big battle seems
to be imminent.
Mr. John Boot, engaged for the firm of
Spring & Co., of Qrand Rapids, made us
a pleasant call on Wednesday last.
f H. Boone, arrived home from Illinois
on Thursday morning, and brought twenty
Vfine horses.] Now is the time for the
Wmers to get good horses.
Wr hear complaints all around us, that
most ull of the potatoes in the pits were
frozen during that terrible cold snap, and
the price is advancing fast in the neigh-
boring cities.
— — — - -
On Friday evening last, Rev. J. Morgan
Smith, of Grand Rapids, lectured in this
city in Lyceum Hall. Subject— news-
papers. The lecture was fine, but the
audience was slim.
Wr call the attention of our readers to
our new railroad time table. We took con-
siderable pains to present one which is
easily understood and will accommodate
the public, and to our contemporaries we
present It for copy.
East Saginaw shipyards have on the
stocks or In hand three large schooners, a
steam barge and a tug; Saginaw City a
barge, and Bay City a passenger and
freight propeller, two steam barges and a
tow barge.
The building used for a cheese factory
at Fillmore, Is being moved to Drenthe,
Mich., where it will be put up. Mr. J. M.
Feyter has associated himself with Mr.
/where are our local prophets?
A First-class top buggy for disposal.
Inquire at this office.
France has renewed its proposal to
Germany for an international conierence
on the silver question.
Gen. Ben. Harrison, the new United
States senator from Indiana, enlisted in
the war of the rebellion as a private sol-
dier.
General Hancock will attend the In-
augural ceremonies in the senate chamber
and the reception at the national museum
in the evening. _ _
On Tuesday last Messrs. George, Fred,
and James tiouter and their wives were
summoned by telegraph to the deathbed
of their sister, residing in Canada.
Died— Feb. 25th, 1881, in the town of
Grand Haven, after a long and severe ill-
ness, Joseph Willey, formerly of Maquo-
keta, Jackson Co., Iowa, aged 73 years.— - '•••- 
Mr. Dennis F. Murphy, Senate reporter
for thirty yeara, says that Roscoe Conk-
ling is the most eloquent orator whom he
has reported since the days of Daniel
Webster.
Sunday school teacher (reprovingly)—
“Boys, do you know what day this is?”
Street boy— “HI, fellers! here’s a Cove
don’t know what day this is! I guess he’s
been out all night!”
A sabbath school institute will beheld
in the M. E. Church on the 7th and 8th
days of March, to which all are cordially
invited. Mr. II. Gillett the Conference
agent of the 8. S. Union will take charge
o! the institute work.
How long is this winter to continue?
The fun has all wore off, since stove
wood has gone up tiysuty-five per cent.
Our immigration statistics for
show the influx of 134,789 Canadians.
it,
SINGER
Or any other HEWING MACHINE wanted can be
1880 jot at the bcuttermi and prices in the
rJ CHEAP FURNITURE STORE
From 1848 to Jan. 1, 1881, California
turned out in gold and silver $2,189,258,-
000.
Seven hundred thousand women in
France and Italy are employed in the
manufacture of raw silk from the cocoon.
The exodus from Canada is not decreas-
ing. A special train will next week take
tifiy families from Ottawa, emigrating to
new homes in Dakota.
Policeman— “Now, then, move on!
There’s nothing the matter here.” Sar
caslic Boy— “Of course there Isn’t. If
there was j’ou wouldn’t be here.”
Meyer* Brouwer & Co.
They also take old machines to exchange.
61 -4m
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Dr. McK. Best, formerly practising
physician at Overjsel, and lately at Ionia,
will settle in Zeeland with bis lamily, with
_ . , 4 . . /he intention of making that flourishing
Lamb, ami wll ba h|8 partner i° the,^ ^ ^ home
running of the factory. ____ Ql/,, move lli8 faral,y neIl week.
The first anniversary of the Women's
Foreign Missionary Society of the Re-
formed Churches of Holland, Michigan,
will he held in the First Reformed Church
of this place on Tuesday eveniflg next,
March 1st. Interesting exercises ma£j>e
jwpftcled. __
People from abroad who attended the
Rebecca dance, on Tuesday night, say that
it was the nicest and pleasantest arrange-
ment of the kind they had ever attended.— — — o
William H. Vanderbilt has paid irtc
entire cost of transporting the obelisk,
pedestal, and steps from Alexandria to
New York, and erecting them in Central
park.
Nautical.— Husband (jokingly)— “Oh,
I’m the mainstay of the family.” Wife—
•‘Yes, and the jib-boom and the— and the
— ” Small boy (from experience)— “And
the spanker, too, mamma.’' [Applause.]
List of letters remaining in the post-
office at Holland, Mich., Feb. 24, 1881 :
MissCrifs Anderson, Miss Tina Sanders,
Otis Webster, W. B. Pawn, Joseph Ernst-
bergen.
Wm. Vbrbekk, P. M.
Samuel A. McCoskry, formerly bishop
of Michigan, and the hero of a huge scan-
dal, is living with his wife in Dresden,
Germany, where they are supported by an
annuity of $2,500 left Mrs. McCoskry by
Col. Berrien, who died some years since.
His cards are printed “Dr. Sami. A.
________ $
About 2 o’clock on Sunday afternoon
the dwelling house of Mr. G. J. Koers, at
Graafschap, Mich., was burned down.
Except the beds and beddings all the
-amtenU- wnre destroxed _with \)J The
house was small, and the entire damage
is estimated by Mr. Koers at $250. No
insurance.
Everybody rcada Tax Sda. In the edltiona of
tbiatiewapapurlbrouighoat the year to come every-
body will And:
I. All tho world'i news, ao prevented that the
reader will get the greateel amount of Information
with the least unprofitable expenditure of time
and eye-eight The Sun long ago diecovercd the
yolden mean between redundant fullueae and un-
satisfactory brevity.
II. Much of that sort of news which depends
less upon Its recognized Importance than upon Its
iutere.t to mankind. From morning to morning
lbe£un prime a continued story of the lives of
real men and womeu. and of their deeds, plans,
loves, hates, and troubles. This story ie more
varied and more lutereeling than any romance
that was ever devised.
III. Good writing In every column, and fresh-
ness, originality, accuracy, and decorum In the
treatment of every subject.
IV. Honest comment. The Nun's habit Is to
epeuk out fearlessly about men and things.
V. Equal candor In dealing with each political
party, and equal readiness to commend what is
praiseworthy or to rebuke what la blamable In
Democrat or Kepubllcan.
VI. Absolute iudependence of partisan organ-
izations, but unwavering loyalty to true Demo
cratlc principles. The Sun believes that the Uov
eminent which the Constitution gives us Is a good
one to keep, ha notion of duly Is to resist to Ita
utmost power the ellorts of men lu tho Republi-
can party to set up another form of government
In place of that wulch exists. The year 1881 and
the years Immediately following will probably de-
cide this supremely Important contest. The Sun
believes that tho v.ctory will be with the people as
against the Kings for monopoly, the Kings for
plunder, and the Kings for imperial power.
Our terms are as lollows:
NEW FIRM!
New Stock! New Store!I . * ' j
Boot & Kramer.
We respectfully Invite the attention of onr cM
• zens to the stock of goods which we have opened
one door east of K. Van der Veen’s hardware atore,
and the prices for which we offer them.
Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,
Laundry and Toilet,
Soaps, etc., etc.
Our 40 cent Tea Is called A No. 1 for the price by
epert Judges. Fine Candice. Tobaccos and
igars, Toys, Notions, Flower Tots, Hanging
Mr. R. Van Zwaluwenburg, of Drenthe,
one ol our beat stock raijers, of whom we
•poke in our last issue, has some genuine
full-blooded Essex sows, which were bred
by Mr. Smith, of Detroit, a noted stock
raiser in this State. Mr. Van Zwaluwen-
barg says he will have some pigs for sale
of this celebrated breed in a few weeks.
Our farmers ought to embrace the preseut
opportunity and procure some of this ex
cellent stock for breeding purposes.
Additional instruments and wires has
given us better telegraph connections with
the surrounding cities. The trouble
hitherto experienced, to get speedy answers
from Grand Haven, Muskegon, Allegan,
etc , are now done away with, and will do
away with the proverbial annoyance of
“hearing” I rum the County seat. This
news wo bail with pleasure, find will no
doubt be reeved with similar delight by
all our citizens who have frequent occasion
to use the wires. — -
We call the attention of our city author-
ities, to the fact that we have no longer
any use for the time which has been kept
as our city time heretofore. The real dif-
ference of time between this city and Chi-
cago is only a fraction over four minutes,
and the city time which has been kept
here being Colnmbns, Ohio, time, differs
over fifteen minutes. This Columbus
time was Introduced here to agfee with
the time of the firsts railroad which was
built here, viz: the late Gr. Haven R. R.,
but now that that road has been swallowed
up by the Chicago & West Mich. R. R.,
all our trains run by Chicago time, and it
would be a healthy change to have our
city time conform to it. We are sure that
our jewelers will change their regulators
to Chicago time, and thus stop the nuis-
ance of two kinds of time, upon request
by the Common Council.
On Tuesday last Mr. H. U. Zuidam took
us out for a forty-mile drive to show us
some of his mason work thronghout the
country. About ̂ con we reached the
handsome octagonal dwelling of Mr. G. Q.
Klnland, near Salem, who received us
very kindly and hospitably. This large
and handsome dwelling— tibich is 2^
story and basement, 18 feet to each square,
or 144 feet circumference is jk handsome
Something new. Messrs. Steketee &
Bos have for sale a new patented lamp
wick, which contains a piece of metal in
one end, for which it is claimed, that the
wick needs no trimming, and that the
metal prevents the wick from charring
downward, so that cutting becomes neces-
sary, and also that It controls the shape of
the flame.
Some of the members of the Holland
Soldiers Union met at the City Hotel, ac-
cording lo previous resolution, on Wednes-
day evening last, and lit their old camp
fires, took their rations in oysters, lit a
good cigar, in tho place of a stubbed ofl
clay pipe, and related some of the most
striking events, to each other, of their his-
tory as soldiers. They had a good lime.
On Tuesday last we had a pleasant call
from our old friend, Mr. R. M. Donald,
at present a member of the Wood Package
and Basket Company of Muskegon. Mr.
Donald was looking around for desirable
timber and found it not far Irom the city.
This factory is in a very flourishing stale,
uses only a small amount of bulk limber,
employ a great many hands, and is one of
those enterprises which we need so much
in this city. They advertise for more
logs — Sec advertisement in another col-
umn.
Our attention was called by our kind
city Clerk, Mr. Geo. H. Sipp, to the fol-
lowing law in regard to contagious dis-
eases. This law has been transgressed,
more than once in this city, and our
people belter lookout for a one hundred
dollar fine. Sections 1734 and 1T35, Com-
piled Laws of 1971, are as follows:
“(1748.) Section 43. Whenever any
householder shall know that any person
withio his family is taken sick with the
smali-pox, or any othir disease dangerous to
the public health, lie shall immediately give
notice thereof to the Board of Health or
to the health officer of the township in
which he resides; and if he shall refuse or
neglect to give such notice, he shall for-
feit a sum not exceeding one hundred do!-
iara.” 1 ' ^ '
/ The latest news of the forgery case is
fthte: Jus. P. Dougherty was arrested at
Windsor, Canada, at the Beeman House,
n Saturday night last. On Tuesday
Several bands engaged for the Cappon
& Bertsch Leather Company have had a
lay-off for several days past, on account of
the breaking of the line shall. Such oc-
currences are so rare, that when it occurs,
it is noticeable at once. The damages
have been repaired again, and the “bee-
hive of industry” is humming again as
ual.
For tho Daily Sun, a four page shoot of twenty-
eight columns, tho price by mall, post paid, Is 55
ceutaamouih, or (6.50 a year; or including the
Sunday paper, an eight-page aheet of fifty six col-
umns. the price Is 85 corns a mouth, or $7.70»yeai,
postage paid.
The Sunday edition of the Sun Is also furnished
separately at $1.20 a year, postage paid.
The price of the weekly Mm. eight pages, fifty-
six columns, is $1 a year, postage paid. For clubs
of teu sending 110 we will send an exttacopy free.
Address I. W. ENGLAND,
Publisher ol theSua.New York City.
A. L. HOLMES, W. F. HARRIS.
expert
Cigars, 
Baskets In great variety.
ALL CHEA(P F0(R CASH.
Give ns a trial and yon will bo pleased with
goods snd Prices.
No trouble to Show Goods.
BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Mich., June 21. 1879.
Fall and Winter
Goons
— have just arrived at the atore of—
G. VAN PUTTEN& SONS.





and a novelty In 8KlRT8-(beanllful cashmere)
Satin Skirts, etc., etc.
the way I. on. o the hc.vleu f»rm,re,J ,)nk J foreman_w11l. H Hogen — kho
and wide awake, is loud in his praises of
the quality of the work. Another iafiffe
two-stoiy dwelling was visited, owned and
occupied by Mf. Qsrrets^in^tt fjclaihr;
which is also a good piece of #ork,>affd
severs! other ffirpt dwellings, all of whioh
show excellent work, handsomely trimmed
off with fancy brick' work. Mr. Zuidam
has made such a good naffle for himself as
.m^n thtth. bM . .Urg* «n<mM ofl,^ ,nd"al^'one „ M«rtlnCorneni;.il
The City Hotel dance hall, so-called, Is
being transformed into six handsome
bedrooms. These additional rooms have
been needed for some time to accommodate
the increasing business of this house, and
many nights have passed that they were
sorely in need of them. There billiard
tables have also been repaired and re-
covered, so that they are as good as new.- ---- -
We glesn from our neighboring ex-
changes that several critical examinations
have been made of the peach bud, and it
is found that there are unlucky localities
where the bud is almost entirely de-
stroyed. At Fennville about one third of
the crops on high lands was saved, appar-
ently, but on the low lands they are all
dead. We made an examination with the
microscope of five different varieties of
peaches from the farm of Mr. Geo. Souter,
and found but one good sound bud among
the whole number— about fifty. This
'farm is very near Lake Michigan, but the
Lake does not help when the cold weather
strikes us with easterly winds, as it did on
that dreadful Friday morning.
A. L. Holmes & Co.
Manufacturers of and dealers In
SOOTS ana SHOES
Slippers Etc.
No. 74 Washington Street,
GRAND HAVEN, MICH.
Having but recently formed our co-partnership,
we wish to Infoim our fellow-citizens of Grand
Haven and surrounding towns that we have a fine
stock of Heady Made Goods of all descriptions,
which wo offer for sale cheap. However,
Custom Made Goods
will remain our Specialty.
A complete variety of Germantown and other
Woolen Yarn,
Hosiery, Socks.
A full line of NECKTIES, and all klnda of
Gents’ • Furnishing Gopds,
-ALSO,-
Ribbons, Trimmings, in Silks &
Satins, Table Linens, etc.,
A full line of PROVISIONS, also
GEOCEH/IES
YANKEE NOTIONS, ETC.
Have our own team and deliver goods
free of charge in the city.
O. Van Pntten & Sonia
Holland, Sept. 24th, 1880.
Quality uf work guaranteed, and repairing
done on short notice.
A. L. HOLMES & CO.
Gband Haven. Mich.. March tat. 1879. 45-tf
THE
Clarendon Hotel,




Cor. Bridge & Canal Street, jGW6lry, WStCllfiS,
Silfflim, Mrijijj, ml 1m M,
GRAND HAVEN ITEMS.
Capt. Harry Smith haa sold the Scltr.
Guide to Capt. Claasen.of Milwaukee, for
$2,000. Capt. Claasen intends to put her
in the trade between Muskegon and Mil-
waukee during the coming season.
Capt. K. Van Weelden is building a
new bouse on Second street, near the hill,
which will be ready for occupation in
April. Mr. Van Weelden has sold his old
house oo Elliot street, to Capt. Harry
imith.
is now managed by
MR. EDWARD KILLEAN,
formerly proprietor of the Kirby House, at Grand
Haven.
The Clarendon will always be found clean, and
the table well supplied with the choicest viands,
and served In the kindest manner for lowest pos-
sible rates.
Gome and see us in our
New Home.
Gband Rapids, July 20, 1880. 24-3m
Oi r Outfit sent free to those who wlah to engage
V k In tho most pleasant and profitable business
A, I known. Everything now. Capital noire-
4/" qulred. We will furnish yon everything. $10
a day and upwards Is easily made without staying
away from home over night. No risk whatever.
Many new workers wanted at once. Many are
making fortunes at the baslness. Ladles aa well as
men, and young boys and girls make great pay.
No one who la willing to work fails to make more
money every dav than can be made In a week at
any ordinary employment. Those who engage at
once will find a short road to fortune. Address,
H. HALLETT A CO.. Portland, Maine.
IN THE NEW
I have engaged the services of Mr. N.
II. Reynolds, of Chicago, an experl
mechanic, who will do the repairlty of
watches, so that our work can bd^war-
ranted.
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
- - - - , \
I will alto keep on hand a fall line of
SPECTACLES
—and a—
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
I have, and intend to keep on hand a
superior lot of MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS, such as Violius, Guitars, Baogos,
Accordeons, etc., etc.
Come and examine our stock. No
trouble to show Goods.
O. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 1, 1881. 48-ly
GROCERY Againin Business.
work contracted already for the comlqg
season, among whioh Is * store for Mr.
Moerdijk, at Zeeland, 24x80 feet, |olid
brick. The use of brick for dwellings is/
increasing rapidly throughout this Colony .\
deutifled the man and the notes we printedj
’or him. It seems that this extraditlonj
don’t go so easy. The crime, or some
crime, has got to be proven there, before
the stipulations of the extradition treaty
can apply, and this trial is causing the
delay. It appears, however, at the trial
that these same fellows have fleeced the
bank at Allegan, also the bank at Plai
for about the same amount, estimated in
the sum total at nearly $4,000. We give
sreat credit to Sheriff Vaupell for getting
his hands on him at all. The culprits had
• long start of him.
The propeller J. Seaverns, of Sauga-
ck, has almost finished hex repairs. The
ginc has been thoroughly overhauled
the engine frame, connection and
piston baa been lengthened, so as to give
more stroke. Capt. Brittain is sure of in-
rcasiug her speed by means of the alter-
ations, and claims that she will be second
to none on her route. Messrs. Bryce &
Bloecker, who mode the alterations on the
Seaverns’ engine, are drove to their utmost
ability to finish the work on their bands,
e bedplate and engine frame for the
propeller building at Allegan, have
been cast in this foundry snd the rest of
the engine will be cast as soon as possible,
•o as to be resdftjto be put in as toon as
boat comes In next spring. The above
firm havo finished the addition to
r shop, thereby greatly enlarging their
for work, a matter which w» re-
quired by tjie many orders on their bands.
AND'^-*— — -
DEY GOODS STORE
C. STEKETEE & BOS,
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Csn now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries,— always of the Freshest snd Forest,
but also sU kinds of Farmers Prodnce, Provisions,
Btc., Etc.
Also a very large sad assorted stock of
DRY GOODS
Which we Intend to keep m complete m possL
ble embracing all the latest snd best made fabrics.
Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN U
EXCHANGE.
C STEKETEE A BOS.
Hollaid, Rapt. 80th, I860.
The undersigned has again opened* store of
general merchnndlse, on the corner of
Eighth and River Streets,
where be hopes to see all hie old coatomers, and
as many new ones as msy deem It to their sdvsi.-
tagetodeal with him.
The stock of goods offered for isle consists of
DRY GOODS, GROCERIES,
Provisions Etc.,
Coutrj Prodwi, Bill* ud Egp, Ek. Etc.,
Taken in Sxcbange.
Call and See for Yourself.< i,.]
Holland, April 17, 1899.
CASH
Will be paid tor old iron at the HoQaad Oily
Foundry., W«. H. DEMINO.
Holland, Dee. 8, 1880, 44-tr
|L_x. j
k.- „ w-ftr.nwii'nf- ir
WHERE IS YESTERDAY.
Mother) some things I «*nt to know,
Wtdoli puz*l* and confuse ms so.
To-day Is present, as you say;
But tell me, where Is yesterday T
. I did not see It aeit went u v. <
Then why won’t it come beck again T
To-day the son shines bright and dear;
But then, to-morrow’s drawing near.
. To-day-oh, do not go away !
And vanish like dear yesterday.
Tis when the sun and aQ the light
Have gone, and darkness brings the night,
It seems to me, you steal away,
And change your name to yesterday.
And will all time be Just the sameT
To-day— the only name remains T
And shall I always have to say,
To-morrow you’ll be yesterday? /
I wonder, when we go to heaven,
If there a record will be given
Of all our thoughts and all our ways
Writ on the face of yesterdays?
If so, I pray God grant to me
That mine a noble life may be ;
For then, 111 greet with Joyous gaze
The dear, lost face of-yeaterdiya.
-Chamben' Journal,
Cafturedjy Nagas,
In 1845 there were no steamers plying
up the Brahmaputra river, so, after
reaching Calcutta, we had the prospect
of a throe-months’ voyage in boats. I
was assured I should And it a monoto-
nous journey ; and,~ notwithstanding the
many and varied scenes which we daily
witnased, I must own I was heartily
glad when we arrived at Nazareh, the
headquarters of tlidj Assam Tea Com-
pany. Sere Wo were hospitably enter-
tained by the manager and officers of
the company, and after a few days’ rest
left fbr our home, a! five-days’ jorfrney,
on elephants. We arrived safely at our
destination not much the worse for our
trip, but much shaken by the jolting of
the elephants, and much bitten by the
mosquitoes on the way.
I soon learned Bengalee and Assamese,
but, although the Nagas often paid us
visits, and were apparently the best of
friends, I had not succeeded in learn-
ing any of their language, nor did I ac-
in tliom * lint TCP
and, although
raids by the hill tribes, they were not
in our direction. The Nagas are a
sturdy,-, ugly, treacherous, Iwt withal
brav^race, much given to head-hunting,
like most of the tribes on our northeast-
ern frontier ; bat they had been severe-
ly handled by our troops not long be-
fore, and it was thought they had set-
tled down into peaceable folks.
Things wont on quietly enough till
November, 1847. ‘ -My husband had just
left for a few days on one of his half-
yearly journeys. I had been very busy
all day ; the season was an unusually
sickly one, and our hospital was full of
sick women and children, on whom I
had been attending all day ; and I was
thoroughly tired before 1 retired to rest.
I had noticed many Nagas, unaccom-
panied by auy of their women, go past
out pii#B that day ; and, though I had
been told it was a bad sign when these
savages came down into the plains
alone, I never gave it a thought ; and,
after seeing everything made fast, I went
to bed. I had not been asleep for more
than an hour or two when I was awak-
ened by the most fearful yells and
screams of men, women and children,
together with the glare of our tea-houses
and coolie-lines on fire ! I had just time
to spring out of bed and put on a few
clothes, when our own bungalow was
surrounded by a band of savages, armed
with spears and clubs, and carrying
torches, which they threw on our roof.
The place was instantaneously in flames;
and, to escape suffocation, I rushed out
as I was, and was immediately felled to
the ground and lay insensible for some
time. When I recovered, I found my-
self pinioned, while all around me was
desolation. Our late home was a mass of
charred and smoking ruins; and oh!
horror of horrors, a pile of heads of men,
women and children were lying close by
me 1 The savages were banting about
for more victims. Many of them were
drank and covered with blood; and
every new and then an agonizing scream
and an exultant tough would proclaim
•that some wretch had been but too suc-
cessful in his search, and that another
poor coohe had been discovered and sao-
xificed.
This dreadful scene lasted fully two
hours, when the Nagas seemed satisfied
that there were no more victims alive,
and gathered together round where I
lay, and apparently discussed what my
fate was to be. Borne were evidently
clamorous for my head; others — and
among them I fancied were some who
had been in ithe habit of visiting us —
were more humanely inclined, and at
one time I thought it would end in a
fight between the, two factions. But
another and stronger paity, headed by
a chief whom I recognized as one to
whom my husband had shown much
kindness, and whose child had been
nursed by me through a dangerous ill-
. ness, at once decided my fate by order-
ing a stretcher to be prepared, on which
I was placed and earned by two men
along tne jungle path leading to the
mountains. My head was fearfully
-swollen from the blow I had received ;
I suffered tortures from racking pains
in the head, and also from cold, for I
•was but partially dressed, and the
weather in Assam, especially in the hilly
districts, is bitterly cold from November
until the middle of February. As if my
other miseries were not enough, I was
almost eaten olive by mosquitoes, and
every no* and then’ horrid tree lei cl^es
would fall 'flown upon me as we brus|ed
through the jungle, immediately fasten
on me and rack away till from repletion
they fell ofl^ Wa-atovod at a rapid rate
all the remainder of that night and till
noon next day, when we halted fa? an
hour by a stream, and where I must
have again become insensible, for I re-
member nothing further till the starry
sky above proclaimed night once more;
but still our party huiried on, nor did
we halt till dose of daybreak.
As we wound around the hill, up a
steep path, leading to a fortified village,
the savages began to yell fprth a chant ;
many of them danced and capered,
white the women coo-cooed and clapped
theif hands; bbwtrtg 'their bbads to the
ground as we passed by ; and amidst
the yelling of men, women aqfl ohildren.
the beating of tom-toms, gongs and in-
stuumfents restnnbUnri,thdsa aulefl Chol-
era hfirM'to wS ratwe^ihe stock*
ade by a narrow doorway. The stock-
ade itself was nearly a square, each
face about 175 yards long. On three
sides there were houses, built in long
lines, and well raised off the ground,
and the fourth side, the only one appar-
ently approachable by an enemy, was
strongly fortified, and the space in front
pangied. Pangies are bamboo spikes,
hardened, sharpened and jagged, driven
into the ground for some distance round
every stockade, and covered over with
fallen leaves. Often they are poisoned.
They will go through the toughest sole,
and once in the foot cannot be extracted ;
and if poisoned death follows in an hour
or two. Hence they ore greatly dread-
ed. Several gingalls were placed, and
rude towers flanked the position, on
which were collected huge stones, or
rather rocks, ready to hurl down upon
an invading foe. In the center of the
stockade was a long pole, and arranged
round it were human bends, beside those
of gayals, buffaloes and deer ; while tied
tightly down to five pegs were as many
gayals, which were forthwith slain.
Copious draughts of an intoxicating
drink made of fermented rice were
drunk. The women then formed in a
ring, and danced round the pole to a
slow measure, twice or thrice1; then
leaned down, with their heads bowed to
the ground, while amidst a perfect fury
of tom-toms and gongs the ceremony of
flaying the slain cattle commenced. And
after another march round the pole and
a general chorus, a chief stepped to the
front and made an oration, which was
greatly applauded. The women danced
round hand in hand, and, opening out
into two parties, allowed the men with
the gayals’ heads to enter, and closed up
the space behind them. The five heads
were placed equidistant from one another
and from the pole ; both men and women
stepped over them with a mincing gait,
clapping their hands and keeping time
to the rude music ; salaaming at the
same time to the human heads. They did
this twice ; then joining hands, men in
the inner ring and women in the outer,
danced round furiously, and suddenly
broke off into small partiek ; and .while
the warriors, weary from their long and
hurried journey, retired to rest, the
women and those who had not joined in
the foray cut up the gayals and pre-
pared the evening feast.
The foregoing, which is but a faint de-
scription of the frightful and disgusting
scene, was not over till past noon. I
had been apparently forgotten while it
lasted. I lay tied to the stretcher, with-
out the least shelter from the sun, a si-
lent and horrified spectator of this
shocking spectacle. The sun had raised
blisters over my face, neck and shoulders.
I was token to the chiefs house and lib-
erated ; but, beinfl^ unable to move, I
was carried into a corner and there de-
posited, where I soon became uncon-
scious ; raging fever set in, and all I re-
membered for some time was incessant
drumming, and night made hideous with
debauchery and diabolical rites - and
noises ; but whether it was really so
I cannot state positively, for I was
light-headed manydlfs; and when I
recovered sufficiently to notice occur-
rences I had lost all reckoning, and knew
neither the date of the month, nor the
day of the week, nor the duration of my
illness.
All this time I had never heard a word
of my husband. I knew his indom-
itable character, and was sure he would
not be satisfied with mere rumors or
surmises, but would search for me till
he ascertained beyond doubt whether I
was dead or alive, and would rescue me
or die in the attempt. I had now learned
some of the Naga language, but did not
let any of them know of my knowledge ;
and now and then I was cheered by hear-
ing them say a force was advancing into
the hills ; bnt, alas ! my exultation
was short-lived, for the commandant,
who was a very inefficient' officer, al-
lowed himself to be surprised and beaten
back with severe loss ; and, sad to say,
among the heads brought in by the sav-
ages I recognized one as that of poor
young S - .who had butlately joined the
regiment, and who had been our guest
but nine months before. On another
occasion I recognized two brothers, tea-
planters, who nad lived about twenty
miles from ns, and who, it appears, had
made a desperate resistance before be-
ing overpowered by numbers, and slain.
Whenever the raiders returned, how my
heart sank with dread, for I feared to
find among their ghastly trophies the
head of my dear husband
I think the Nagas looked upon me as
a harmless idiot, for they allowed me to
wander about the stockade without hin-
drance ; and I learned that, though ap-
parently impregnable on three faces,
yet. t secret passage existed in the
north face, by which they could retreat
iu case of need My heart was aching
to reach my husband, especially when I
learned he was so near ; so I determined
to escape. I did not now refuse the
food set apart for me, but for a week or
ten days husbanded my strength, and
ate and drank all they offered me.
Bnoyed up on hope, my health greatly
improved and my strength came back
rapidly. My own scanty clothes had
worn off my back long ago, and I was
now dressed like a Naga woman, with
only a shirt and petticoat : I had neither
shoes nor stockings, yet I made up my
mind to try to escape directly the nights
were sufficiently dark for Ahat purpose ;
and I was further assisted by another
orgie of the savages, who had again sur-
prised a post and brought home more
heads, and had another heavy drink and
debauch.
While the deviltry was at its height,
commending myself to on all-powerful
Ruler, I stepped into the secret* oassage
and fled, not only for my life, but for
dear liberty, home and husband. I
knew enough of Capt, B - ’s character
to be sore that, if I succeeded in reach-
ing his camp, and he learned the secret
of the passage by which I had escaped,
he would be anxious to surprise the ene-
my’s stronghold. I was doubtful wheth-
er my strength would enable me to reach
his outposts, bnt I was sure I never
could guide the troops back, even if I
had the courage to return to such a de-
testable spot. So I took a bundle of
cotton with me, and left a little here and
there from the end of the secret passage
to the main pathway, which led down
the ghaut. Although the night was
pitchy dark, I had no difficulty, once I
was out of the secret passage, in finding
the path down to the plains, and the
distance between it and the stockade was
barely a quarter of a mile. Where the
path diverged I stuck a forked stick with
a good handful of cotton in it, and paint-
ing toward the direction to be taken. I
knew wild beasts abounded in these
jungles, but so joyous was I at the idea
of escape I gave them no heed, but hur-
ried down as fast as my unprotected feet
would carrv me. I had anticipated a
good five hours’ march; but imagine
mv delight when I was challenged by a
Goorkha of the Third Light Infantry
(now the Forty-fourth Light Infantry)
before I had been two hours on the
journey. I could have hugged the ugly
but brave little soldier ; but as I was, to
all intents and purposes, a NagA in dress
and dirt, he would not allow mo to pass
his post, and I was at a loss what to do,
and all but crying, when I heard my
own husband’s voice asking what the
row was alxmt ! Regardless of the sen-
try, I rushed forward, and, crying “Oh,
Willie, don’t you know me ?” fell into
my husband’s arms, and barely escaped
a thrust made at me by the honest little
Goorkha, who thought I was some witch
of a Naga intent on mischief.
It would lie useless trying to descril>e
the next few moments. Half laughing,
half crying, I clung to my dear one,
thankful to feel his protecting arm once
more round me. and told him in a few
words what I had suffered and how 1
had escaped. He thought the news so
important that he urged me to see Capt.
B - at once, utterly unfit though I
was to see any civilized being. He told
me the information I could give might
be the making of him and Capt. B - ;
that our garden was destroyed, and we
all hut penniless ; and if he oonld ren-
der Government some important service
he might get employment. So, for his
dear sake, I instantly consented ; and in
a marvelously short time B - was in
our hut. I told him of the revelry in
the enemy’s camp, of the secret passage,
and the means I had adopted of pointing
out the route to it, and also of all the
horrors I had witnessed. My transient
strength had alreadv been overtaxed. I
was dead-beat, an cl my husband per-
suaded me to he down, and in a few mo-
ments I was fast asleep, the first really
refreshing and happy sleep I had had
during the past six months.
No sooner was I asleep than my hus-
band offered to lead the stormers— they
were short of officers owing to sickness
and casualties — and Capt. B- — decided
to capture the enemy's ixwt by a coup
de main, and within half an hour 150
Goorkhas under Willie, with a reserve
of another 150 under Capt. B - him-
self, were en route. They found
the fork stick as I had described ; and
the cotton scattered about led them di-
rect to the secret passage, and they were
inside the stockade before a single Naga
suspected the presence of an enemy.
The troops entered just before daybreak,
when the savages were in their most pro-
found sleep, and but few escaped the
vengeance they so well merited. It ap-
FACTS FOR THE CURIOUS.
One-third of all the gold mined goes
to wear and tear, one-thud into circula-
tion, and one-tnud into the arts and
manufactures.
At a Russian hotel you are obliged to
stipulate for bed-linen, pillows, blankets
and towels, or pay extra for them, as the
landlord assumes that you carry these
articles with you.
To make shoe pegs enough for Ameri-
can use there are consumed annually
100,000 cords of timber, and to make
lucifer matches, 800,000 cubic feet of the
best pine timber are-required every year.
Lasts and boot-trees take 500,000 cords
of birch, bench and maple, and the
handles of tools 500,000 more.
It has been observed that during se-
vere thunder-storms the lightning has
never done damage in large cities, It is
believed that the iron which enters so
largely into the construction of cities —
in buildings, railroads, telegraph lines,
etc.— so completely dissipates the elec-
tric fluid, as it approaches the earth,
that it is rendered harmless.
In 1769, M. Cugnot, a Frenchman,
constructed a locomotive steam engine
designed for use on common roads. It
ran on three wheels, and was moved by
the impulsion of two single-acting cylin-
ders, the pistons of winch acted alter-
nately on the single front wheel. This
machine wonld travel at the rate of two
or three miles an hour, and would carry
four persons, but the boiler was so
small that it was necessary to stop about
once in twelve or fifteen minutes to get
up steam.
A counterpart of Dickens’ Miss
Havisham. in “Great Expectations,”
lived a few years ago at Louisville, Ky.
She was a rich woman of 70 years, liv-
ing all alone in a darkened house,
which she never left, except a few
times to attend church, and then was
closely veiled and muffled She never al-
lowed an article of furniture to be
moved, and lived in constant dread of
fire, fearing the publicity that would
result from it.
The mica mines of North Carolina
have been worked only ten years, but
shafts, cuts and debris of supposed pre-
historic mining have been discovered,
and there is some debate as to whether
these early workmen were the mound-
builders or Europeans. The Cherokee
Indians have a tradition that white men
worked these mines long ago, carrying
away the white metal mined during the
summer on mules. An ax, wedge and
other wroughf-iron tools lately found
are also thought to confirm the notion
that Europeans opened the mines.
Byron, throughout his life, had a pro-
found repugnance to being bled. When
he was on his death-lied his physicians
proposed phlebotomy, but Byron refused
to allow it, combating the quackeries of
nis medical advisers with the logic of
common sense and experience. But at
last, worn out by the persistent impor-
tunities of the doctors, he extended his
arm and angrily exclaimed ; “ There,
y0U - butchers, since you will have
it, take as much blood as you like, and
have done with it.” Repeated bleeding
hastened his death.
The real name of Voltaire, the French
philosopher and poet, was Francois
Marie Arouet. The assuming of the
name Voltaire was long a puzzle to his
biographers, but within a few years it
has been discovered to be simply an
anagram, or transposition of Arouet, L
j. ; the letters l. i. standing for bejcunc,
or junior. The letters u and v were for-
merly regarded as the same Character,
and were freely interchanged in writing
and printing. So also * and j were used
indiscriminately, the one for the other.
Hence
5 7 2 1 8 4 8 *
Arouet,lJ.
Reads Uoltajre. or Voltaire.
FOR.
RHEUMATISM,
Heuralgia, Sciafica, Lumbago* f
Backache, Soreness of the Chest,
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swell-
ings and Sprains, Burns and
Scalds, General Bodily
Pains,
Tooth, Ear and Headache, Frosted
Feet and Ears, and all other
Pains and Aches.
No Preparation on earth equali 8r. Jacobi Oil
m a sn/r, ttirc, simple and cheap F.xtfmil
Remedy. A trial entaiU but the comparatively
trifling outlay of 50 (>nt», and every one Buffering
with pain can havo cheap and poiitive proof of 1U
claimi.
Direction! in Eleven lAngnagw.
BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
IN MEDICINE.
A. VOGELER & CO
Baltimore, Md., U. 8. A.
_____ extent,
closer on the enemy, and I had thus
fortunately found his outposts so much
nearer than I had anticipated. Our loss
was not severe — only a few men, but my
poor husband was severely wounded;
and when I awoke from nearly fifteen
hours’ sleep, and found him lying in the
hut, a mass of bandages, and with
scarcely strength to speak to me, I was
nearly beside myself, and was very near-
ly upbraiding him for having left me and
risked his life ; but Capt. B - came in
and told me my husband had behaved in
the most gallant manner and that he had
recommended him for a commission.
Careful nursing soon brought Willie
round ; and when he was able to move
we went to Seebsaugor, where, what with
being with my husband, and seeing
xinoiy .European laces round me, and
happiness instead of despair staring me
in the face, I improved so much that in
three months people declared I was as
bonnie as before my misfortune. — Cham-
bers' Journal
tiffins
No Time Should Be Loot.
If the stomach, liver and bowels ue affected, to adopt
the sure remedy. Hostetler's Stomsch Bitters. Disef**
of the organs named be*et others far mas teriotn, and
a delay is therefore hazardous. Dyipepeia, Brer com-
plaint, chills and fever, early rheumatic twinyea, kidney
weakness, briny serious bodily trouble If trifled with.
Loee no «»" In nslny this effective, safe and kJny -known
medicines ̂  by ^ Dn^^a and Dealer! generally.
The BestField
Whisperings fbr Bachelors.
None bnt the married man has a home
in his old age; none has friends thep bnt
he; none bnt he lives and freshens in his
green old age, amid the affections of wife
and children.
There are no tears shed for the old
bachelor; there is no one in whose eyes
he can see himself reflected, and from
whose lipe he can receive the unfailing
assoranoes of care and love. No, the
old bachelor may be tolerated for his
money: he may eat and drink and revel
as such do; and he may sicken and die
in a hotel or a garret with plenty of at-
tendante about him, like eo many
cormorants waiting for their prey; bnt
where are the moistened eye, and gentle
hand, aqd loving lipe that ought to re-
ceive h»laat farewell? He will never
know what it is to be loved, and to live
and die amid a loving circte He will
gotiqm this world, ignorant of the de-
light* . of the domestic fireside, and on
the records of humanity his life ia noted
l-ablank.
Deaf and Dnmb Barbers.
A man dressed in a thin summer
woolen suit and a dilapidated straw hat
entered our sanctum.
“Sir,” he said, “ you see before you
a reminder of the summer’s sun, so to
speak. I am not from the tropics,
neither am I dressed for enjoying all the
comforts of a trip in search of the North
pole. Excuse me, no North pole for
me,” and his teeth chattered, while a
quiver of icy chilHness seemed to ran
across his whole frame.
'* Are you cold ?’’ we asked. 11 If so,
walk np by the stove and get warm.”
“No, sir, no! warm as the sportive
African who swings his juvenile upon
the equatorial line. I am needy, busted,
broke, sir. You see before you a specu-
lator whose cart ia keeled over and
broken, with the horses on a run so far
ahead a greased streak of lightning can-
not overtake ’em. Four months since I
started a barber shop. Now, thinks I,
I’ll strike a new beat. So I just goes
and hires four deaf and dumb 'tonsorial
artists and then put up notices that cus-
tomers coming to my shop wonld have
a quiet shave by deaf and dumb barbers
and no questions asked. The thing took
on the start, bnt, when the’ confounded
barbers pulled their slates and began
writing out the usual queetions, blow
me if I didn’t discover that I was a ra-
ined man. Yes, sir, barbers is barbers ;
and, when I dosed my shop, busted up
and started on a tramp, I just says to
myself it’s no use. If dead men could
be learned to handle the razor over a
man’s face, the blamed things would
haves
tims
thank ....... .. . ..... .. .
I’ll send a counter-irritant down my
throat that’ll knock the thinness out of
this summer suit and give my stomach a
deaner shave than any barber can.”
And, aa the shattered vase retired, the
perfume of the rosee remained in the
sanctum untiPkn open window restored
the natural tone of the atmosphere.—
Whitehall Times. _
“Hymen’s bonds” are recommended
as a safe, popular investment.
EMIGRANTS.
AN IMMENSE ABBA OP KAILBOAD
AND GOVERNMENT LANDS, OP GREAT
FERTILITY, WITHIN EASY REACH OP
PERMANENT MARKET, AT BXTRBHK-
LY LOW PRICES.!* •weltered far la
EASTERN OREGON aad EASTERN WASH.
INOTON TERRITORY.
GRAIN AT PORTLAND, OREGON, COM-
MANDS A PRICE EQUAL TO THAT OB-
TAINED IN CHICAGO.
The early completion *f XyrihemJ*-
eifle B.R. it now T»d, *wd
mnd its principal wmter* certain
szE-rXssrtz szx
Stiver region in the immediate fntnre.
LANDS SHOW as ATERAGE YIELD *f
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Ne Failure of Crepe ever kaewa.
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GLIMITE MILD AND HEALTHY.
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The ancient anatomist must have felt
a zeal for the science which mokes the
imagination shwldefc It reached to
nothing less than dissecting men alive ;
for this purpose the bodies of criminals
were devoted. Heropliilus, a Greek
physician of Chalcedon, who flourished
570 years before the Christian era, is
said to have been one of the first who
dissected human bodies. Tertullian
says he dissected them alive ; but Coc-
chL who published a dissertation in
1736, dtabes Jthat ho ww guilty of. this
batbMi^y« '-Merophilaa, by an unprece-
dented spirit of investigation, discovered,
i as some report- the laoteels, the nerves,
with th§ir. various uses, this pulse, etc.,
and gave to the different parts of the
human frame the names which they still
bear.
The dissection of dead bodies was, at
no very late period, looked upon as
sacrilege ; and the Emperor Charles V.
ordered a consultation of the theologians
of Salamanca to detenpine whether, in
point of cqtoscience, a body might be dis-
sected in order to obtain a knowledge of
its structure.
In the month of January, 117.4, th$
physicians and surgeons of iWis repre-
sented to Louis XL that several persons
of condition were afflicted with the
stone, colic, pains and stitches in the
side ; that it would be proper to inspect
the parts where these disorders were en-
gendered ; that the greatest light they
could receive would bo. from performing
an operation on a living man, aud there-
fore they begged that a francarcher, con-
demned to be hanged for a robbery, who
was afflicted with these complaints,
should be delivered up to them. Their
petition was granted, and the operation,
the first in lithotomy evefc made, was
publicly performed in bt. Severin’s
churchyard. After the operators had
examined and made their experiment,
the bowels were replaced in the body,
which was sewed up, and so well dressed
that in a fortnight’s time the man was
cured and pardoned of his crimes.
NO MORE COSSTP.
(From Uie Indlmapolls H&Uy Sentinel.]
Ifwo are correctly Informed, St. Jacobs
Oil is now the usual tea-party topic in place
of the former staple— free gossip. How
wise and how much more beneficial 1
r-BMIng HealtUW.
A cobeipoideut in the Hbuschold
says: I have a friend who, among other
luxuries, possesses a carriage, and many
an invalid has been gladened and
benefited by a ride. Last spring my
friend discovered a lady who from long
illness and sorrow was .sol seduced in
strength that it 'was with the greatest
exertion she could walk across her room.
She invited her to ride, but the invalid
declined, fearing she was not strong
enough to endure the fatigue; but ou
consulting her physician he decided that
it was just what she needed and would
do her more good than medicine. The
first ride was but a very short one, and
on the street railway, to avoid jolting.
When left at her door she grasped my
friend’s hand, while the tears filled her
eyes, and said: “If this does not kill me
how I shall bless you.” Well, it did
not even hurt her, and the rides were
continued every four days for three
mouths, when the invalid was entirely
recovered and could and did walk three
miles. _____ _____
[From the Milwaukee Sontlnel.]
That wonderful remedy tyr rheumatism.
St. Jacobs Oil, has been used by a large num-
ber of the people iu this city, and wjui effect
truly marvelous. Frequent reports are
made where sufferers have been afforded re-
lief, and the sale is growing largely. The
fact that it is an external remedy commends
it to many who would not otherwise think
of going out of the beated track to find a
remedy. ” ;
•Taking Advantage of Nature.
An ingenious application of expansion
and contraction in metals was made use
of in France, and has frequently been
taken advantage of since. The walls of
a large building in Paris were observed
to bo giving way by bulging outward,
and the problem was to bnilg them back
to their vertical position. For this pur-
pose a number of bars of iron having
screws and nuts on each end were let
through the opposite walls and across
the intervening space between them.
The nuts and screwed portion of the
bars were outside. The bars were now
heated by a number of lamps suspendsd
below them until they had expanded as
much as possible, and the nnts screwed
up against the outsides of the two oppo-
site walls. The lamps wore next re-
moved, when the heated bars, in cool-
ing, gradually contracted in length,
bringing the walls very gently, but with
irresistible force, into their normal posi-
tion.— *Sbietifi/fc American,
Fees of Doctors.
The fee of doctors is an item that verr many
. ......... '.We
, which
- , ..--bed for a year,
and in peed of a daily visit, over $1,000 a year
for medical attendance alone I And one single
bottle of Hop Bitters taken in time would save
the $1,000 and all the year’s nicknbas.— foat
Pope.
That was a queer oonfnsion of ideas
which led an oratorio say: “In the
words of an old Bo man -poet ‘ Man
never is but ‘alwaya to "M blest*" He
was reminded that the “old Roman
poet” was. Jftepe. .“Oh, yes,” here-
plied, “ but be was a Roman Catholic,
you know.” rIt was the turn of the
critic to be surprised. 41 Pope a Roman
Catholic P’heexclaimed : “areydusuref’
“Certainly,”' replied the orator ; “and
I never koeviff a Pope that wasn't a
Catholic,' did you?”
A New York merchant expCQta to get
a horse that has been bei to mm on the
election. If he does the transaction will
be a won horse affair after all.
The proof of the raluo of any article is its
popular use and the. testimony in its favor. The
sale of Dr. Boll's Cough 8yrup is immenre and
the testimony voluminous.
Awful Mistakes.
An English gentleman of my acquaint-
ance was invited to a (gentleman’s) din-
ner-party in New York, at 3 o’clock, that
early hour having been adopted to suit
his convenience. He went, of course,
as he would . have done in London, in
frock coat and black cravat, but was em-
barrassed by finding all others present
in evening dress. Such dress would not
be allowable in England at any company
not expected to extend through the
evening. It is not allowable here at
afternoon receptions, though I observed
that it was so used in some parts of
America Complaints ore made that
certain eminent Englishmen have ap-
peared at companies in America without
evening dress, and in some cases, no
doubt, the complaints are just; but it is
possible that in other cases the English-
men were perplexed about the American
hours. Even 0 o’clock might be a very
dubious hour for dinner to an English-
man, who is in the habit of dining at 8.
This may seem a trifling matter, but the
respect due from the gentlemen of one
nation to those of anotner is no trifling
matter. And, by the pray, now that the
social sanctity of the evening dress is
admitted, is it quite the right thing for
Americans to wear white cravats in the
morning, aud along the streets? One
newly arrived from Europe might won-
der at the number of1** clergymen m Amer-
ica. Grant that the little white tie is
cheap, light and cool, might it not be
colored, if only not to mislead the for-
eigner? Even in America the secnlority
of the white cravat appears not to be
universally appreciated. I heard in
Philadelphia that a gentleman with a
white tie having appeared at the gate of
Girard: College, was refused admission,
in pursuance of the fundamental law of
that institution forbidding the entrance
of clergymen. , The irate applicant, how-
ever, having exclaimed “Go to hell
with your old college,” the gates were at
onoe thrown open aud he was politely
invited to qnter.— A/. D. Conway's Lon-
don Letter.
a cross uaDy.
Nothing U so conducive to a man's remaining
a bachelor &f> stopping for one night at the house
of a married friend and being kept awake for
five or six houra by the crying of a croas baby.
All ctobb and crying bablee need only Hop Bit-
ten to make them well and smiling. Young
man, remember this.— Trowiisr. .
A flint to Embezxlers.
They wore talking it over in a restaur-
ant Said the flrsti
“So you have come down to make a
settlement and try for a new start?”
“Yes.?’
“How bad was the failure?”
“Well, I think I can pay forty cents
on the dollar, but perhaps hot more than
thirty-five.”
“It was all owing to your partner,
you said.”
, “Yes, he raised money on our company
note, and slid.”
“That was bad. He must have been
a thorough rascal Have jot mode any




“Are you going to permit such
rascal as' that to roam the
punished?”
“I think I shall. He has almost
ruined me, in a business sense, i and yet
I can’t help but feel grateful to hun.
When he slid he took my wife with
him!”
The. other looked at him for half a
minute, nodded his head, and began on
his steak without a word and with a look
of dumb suffering in his eyes. He had
no partner, poor man! — Cincinnati
Gazette.
country ttn-
. f “Out of Work,
and sick with my kiduerR for yeara,” wrote Mr.
Alexander Perm, of Chcuango Forks, N. Y.,
recently. He used Waruei’s Safe Kidney and
Liver Cure. Now be says : “ I cheerfully recom-
mend it to all persons suffering iu the name way."
A Disorderly Time.
“ I want to make complaint against a
disorderly house,” exclaimod an excited
individual, as he rushed up to a Detroit
policeman.
“Where is it?”
“It’s a saloon on the next block.”
“ What can you prove ?”
“Prove? Why, ,1 went there and
asked for a drink/’
:“WeUr.. .
“And I got it.”
“Yes.” •
“But when I went to pay for it I
found that I had lost my wallet I told
him I’d go out and borrow the money,
but he got mad and went for me.”
“ Well, is that all your proof ?”
“All? Not by a lank shot ! I’ve had
my left eye disordered I’ve had my
front teeth disordered. My nose is dis-
ordered half an inch out of line, and this
$24 suit of clothes wouldn’t bring $3 at
an auction. We disordered the stove
and two ohairs, and if you can’t make a
disorderly house out or all this you’d
better get out of that uniform.
tmair’s Extract of Tai aed Wild C&kut
has been used for twenty years, and during that
time has saved many very valuable lives. Do
Coughs, and ereh OofuramptiTcs, are cured by
following the directions. Every bottle is war-
ranted to give satisfaction. Prepared bv the
Emmert .ftopdetary Co., Chicago. BoW by
Fob dyskmxa, Indigestion, depression of
spirits and general debility in their various
forms, also as a preventive against fever and
ague and other intermittent fevers, the Fkbbo
PnospnoBATBn Euxib or Calibaya Bark, made
by Caswell, Hasard A Co., New York, and sold
by all druggists, is the best tonic, and for pa-
tients recovering from fever or other sickness
it has no equal
Uxclk Sam’s CoromoH Powdxeb ore rec-
ommended by stock-owners who have used
thorn as the best Hone and Cattle Medicine to
bo had. If the animal is Scraggy, Spiritless, or
haa no appetite, those Powders are an excel-
lent remedy, and ovary owner of stock will do
prepared by the
>, HI, a very
druggists.
Profits of the Turf.
Outsiders will gaze with louring and
melancholy eyes at the catalogue of
profits earned during the past season by
the giants of the turf. The £16,061 net-
ted l>y Lord Falmouth during a twelve
months’ campaign must represent a very
satisfactory dividend; but, large as it is,
it is considerably below his average for
the last six years. During that period
Lord Falmouth’s total winnings in stakes
amounted to £142,860. His worst year
was in 1876 when he only won £1,060;
his best was 1878, when bis winnings
rose as high as £37,681. Count do
Lagrange, wljo sat at the top of the tree
in 1879 with £25,061, has to content
himself in 1880 with only £6,722. A
still more marked reverse of fortune has
waited on the Duke of Hamilton and Mr.
Houldsworth. Both finished 1879 with
upward of £10,000 to their credit. In
1880 the Duke of Hamilton’s winnings
have sunk ns low as £474, while Mr.
Houldsworth has only won a solitary
event worth £122. These are known re-
turns. The profits and the losses of
betting remain an unknown quantity.
Of the sires of the winning horses Her-
mit heads jjhe list with twenty-three win-
ners, wholanded stakes valued at £29, 107.
Last year the Hermit stock only won
£7,577. Englishmen are so accustomed
to ignore the American turf that it will
surprise many readers to know that last
season a single stable, that of Messrs.
Dwyer, landed stakes of the value of
£15,577, and even then did not take the
first place among the American winners
of im.-Pall Mall Gazette. _
George Eliot did not care a great
deal for jokes, but she relished one that
referred to one of her own volumes.
It is the well-known stofy about an ig-
norant English bookseller who put up
the notice : “ Mill on the Floss ; ditto
on Political Economy.”
We confidently refer our readers to the card
of Dr. 0. R. Sykes, in another column. He is
an old resident of Chicago, a regular graduate,
honest, honorable and responsible, and, as a
physician, takes first rank in his ohocen
specialty of catarrh and its complications.
Tim sales of the Frazer axle grease are in-
creasing every day, because it is as good as rep-
resented. ___ _ _
The diamond boots and shoes are the best
Made by Rosenthal Brothers, Chicago.
Kansas sanctums have back stairs for
the editor’s exit, when loafers call.
Ark your Druggist for Dr. Bosauko’s Pile





[ThkMCT«vtn« nproMnta tb« Lana* in a hM)thjr»UU.)
WHAT THE DOCTORS SAY I
DR. FLETCHER, of Lralncton, Miuonri, ujra: MI
recommend your * BnlMn • In prefaraoco to any otbar
medlcliM for ooafha and onlda."
DR. A. C. JOHNSON, of Mt Vamon, Rl., wrltaa of
aomo wonderful cures of Consumption In hit placa
by the use of '‘Allen's JLaas Bulatun."
DR. J. B. TURNER, BlountsriUe, Ala., a practlolni
physician of twenty firs years, writes : " It U the bast
preparation for Consumption in the world."
For all Diseases of the Thront. Y.aiura and
Pulmonary Orvuns, It will be found a most
excellent Itemedy.
AS AN EXPECTORANT IT HAS NO EQUAL
,T CONTAINS NO OPIUM IN ANY F0V«
J. N. HARRIS A CO., Proprietors,
CINCINNATI, O.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
ARYI.AXD FARM ft, §7 to MS par Aim.
ilL Short winters bresiy summers, healthy climate.
Catalogue free. H. P.CHAMBEKS, Fedsrelsbwg.lld.
Dnnl/Tninf ( Stock of Teas and Cof-
DdllM IIJH ( fees at 50c on the $1.
Teas In 5 pound caddies, 3.1 to 44 ets per pound)
Oreen Coffees In 60 pound uuuutlUes, 14H cts to IdcM
J*t pound, worth 25 to 2 H cU. Oct price lift and buy
Wrom the leading tea and coffee hrmee fn the West.
POND’S EXTRACT.
w^ssytirsiis patents i
for circular. W.L.Parker A Co, 10 Randolph-st , Chicago
PILES
AbSO LUTELY CURED.
BT THE l«E or
DR. BDSANKO'S
PILE REMEDY.
TRY IT, AND BE CURED.
PRICE, 50 CENTS.
THE DR, BOSANKO MEDICINE GO.« PIQUA, O.
CT81C LIGHT! f bee
s» 'NERVOUS DEBILITY. Lost ManhosA
and Seminal Weakness oired by MATHEWS1
I moroTsd' Electro- Magnetic Belt and Absorbent
l ad eombtaed ; alas of Pad, 7x10 lnchee-fou»
ttem kreer thAn others. Do twt pure he many
T’lzss
"“tolMtooo.,










Neuralgia, A Nth in a. Headache,
Sore Throat, Toothache, Sore-




No remedy so rapidly and effectually arrests the Irrita-




LUMJN, EYES, EARS and THKOAT,
HIIEU.VIATIN.il, NEURALGIA, Ac., can!
not bo cured so eadly by any other madldne. For
« mnfOMm of CATAHK1I use our
CATAHHH CUBE (76c.) In all cases use
our NASAL SYRINGE (36c.) Will be sent In
lots of 62 worth on receipt of pries.
 PaXPBLXT, WITB History or oub
«, B*At FREE OK apvudation to Me-d ,OMr Addre* |#
POND’S EXTRACT CO. i Ladd Tobacco Comp’y,
."‘jf “Ul St-’ NeW Y°rlt- | U.,lr of tmt.




I will clve you thebeatfleeds
for thfl least money of any firm
In America or refund. Western
Heeds are best. Mlrte take the
lead. Oodenm fuvy they never — -
fall. I used HUM lbs paper to print ft)
pretty Catalogues I fi ui tratM wl th «2 000 -
worth of engmvlnga It bests the world,
worth many dollars. FREE. Prices below





Ing offices. Address Valentin I Baos. Janes rills, Wls
TAMMF.RINO and all Defects of Speech Cured.—
1 L. A O. DELON (from Paris, France), 64 N. State 8t.,
— icagotlll.; sclent fle and serious treatment; no se-
cret ; no money la advance ; terms assy ; best references.
&
FREE TO TEACHERS!
Send for samples and premium list of Blcknell'i Edu-
cational Publications to • HIRAM ORCUTT.
Journal of Education, Boston, Miss.
Y WOULD LI KE to reach the homes tnthlaplase
A made desolate by Intemperance. Any one who has a
friend they wish to reclaim oan do so. Instructions ind
remedy mailed on receipt of $5. Testimonials from tbs
cured. L GRAHAMS, Box 4S6. Chicago. 111. Write.
A RKAUTIFUL COIN FLUXION -Camille’i
is. Snow Drop makes the skin beautifully soft, whits
and smooth; remores Freckles, Sunburn end Tan.
For Sale at druggists' ererywhere. If A cents a bottle.
H. PFING8T, Louisrlile, Ky., General Depot.
CELLULOID
EYE-CLA88E8.
Representing the choioert-eelected Tortoiee-
Jewelers. Mode by the SPENCER OPTICAL
M’FQ CO., 13 Maiden Lane, New York.
WOOL GROWERS,
Eight Reasons p
Why we NEVER sell POND’S ^
EXTRACT in BULK, but ad-
here to the rule of selling
ONLY in OUR own BOTTLES,
inclosed in BUFF WRAPPER,
on which is printed oar land-
scape Trade-Mark.
HOP BITTERS.
(A AUAtoiae, • Drlftk.)
OO NT AIN8
HOPS, BIX HU, MANDRAKE,
- 4*** DANDELION,
An mb Pmsr on BwrMftcioALQrAU-
tim or aUi otns Brtuo.
THEY CURE
Afl Dtaasiasoi thafiUmaoO, Braftlo, Blood,
Liver. Kidneys, and Urinary Orfona, Nar>
vousncBB, Blr cnlesmesaand espsslllly
Feimde CoiDDUUnu.
' 81000 IN GOLD.
Will be paid for a ease they will not cure oT
help, or for anything Impure or Injurious
found In them.
Ask your druggisL for Bop Bitten and try
them before you sleep. Tako M ocher,
D T C. !> oa absolute and Irmlitfbleetnre for
Drunkenness, use of opium, tobacco and
narcotics. $pn> FOB CIBOVUlB.
Hsf ̂  ^ o!!^^ iTW’ftre.to, OsL
1. It Uwinfai the parch&oer obtaining
the ociftnm article.
3* It protect* the c«m*anier In buying
Pond’s Extract not weakened with wstsr, which ws
found was dons a few years sgo when ws were In-
duced to furnish dealers with ths gsuuliaVticle In
bulk.
3* It protect* th* consumer from un-
scrupulous parttes sailing erode, cheap dttmrims
to him as Pond’s Extreot, for any person con Ml tho
genuine from the bottle snd wrapper.
4. It protect* th* consumer, for It la
BOT safe to use any other article according to the
directions given In osr book, which surrounds eech
bottle of Pond's Extrect
, AGENTS wanted eor THE
ICTORIA.L*
HISTORKomWORLD
1jk(H«d,or specimen pages and extra terme to
NATIONAL PUBLISHING OO.. Chicago, IU.
published.
Agents.
0* No other urtlrle, manufacture or imlto-
tlonhssthe effectclaimed for and always produced
7* It la prejudicial to the reputation of
Fund's Extrocf to hare people use a counterfeit 1m-
*"* u
B. Justice to oeae of the host medi-
cine* In the world, end the hundreds of then-
M&de usbig It, demands every precaution against
having weak end Injurious preparations palmed off
as the genuine. The only way this can he aooom-
poshed Is to sen the asRciKB put up lo a uniform
uonner— ta oca own Bottlss, eomplete with buff
wmppere, trade-marks, Ac.
1BEME17I BEK— The Genuine Pond**
ntract I* cheap, becotue It is •
" Our book i strong, uniformns sxpJalns when
'ben to be used
THE NUUB80N
MILK COOLER
Will raise as much cream In sight
boon, w.th a temperature of 65 to go
dee ..as can b« raised In twelve boma
deg. It cools the milk from center
and below. Indonod by prominent
dairymen. Thousands In use snd
firing satisfaction.
State or County right* for sate.
VW lattAi of in form a tin n n-ldnM
*Bd reliable. ok of directions
Mean be diluted with water and when
fall strength.
R E.VlEiVXBER — That aD other preparattoos. If
te sMrs
or practical knowledge of the matter which many
years of labor baa given us.
BEHERBER, OK KNOW NOW-Thst
“ preparations purporting to be superior to Fond’s
btract because they hats color, ore colored simply
because they hove crude end, to unprofeMontl peo-
,tb*n’ Pwk*!" tlangerons matter In them,
ttd should never be used except under the advice ami
"reecription of a 1 *J“
bemefib
very expenMven
experience (the meet < ___ _ _____ _ ^
wpA) sad eoneteatatteatkm to the production
cc all formsiof Hamsmnlls, snd that therefore we
ihottid know what we sesert, that Pond’a Extract Is
the beat, purest, and contains more vlrtuse of the
shrub than any other production yet mads.
Our New History and Uses of Pond’i
fF’ FREE !
feJend u* your Addreaw
ON A POSTAL CARD;.
“Shopping inHewYork"
EHRICH BROTHERS,








AND KNOW— That our
y is the result of 30 years of
wUgh was entirely given lo
's Extract and
$F AYOUU*
B*rna and Scmlds, •**** and Gallg.
ftUnfs and Bites, Spar!*, Cm**,
CuU *n4 Bruises, Screw Worm, Gmh*





Frost Bit**, _ _
and all external diseases, and every burtor ____
for gensral ass in family, stable and stock yeriit la





ther preparations sent free.
J[tA^T^8~Be*d 18* 31 “d in our
book, which Is found around each bottle, sad will
be rent free on application.
M litBCl CiM ______ .
14 Wert 14th Street. New Itrk. ! FaJKSi!?* “w
O N.U.
lamer?’ Column.
Carp Onlton in California.
A correspondent of the Pacifle Rural
Pr(ut glti i hit eaperlecco In the culture
of the carp, which, to say the least, is
ery satisfactory to him, and encouraging
to all who may desire to grow this kind of
food. In January, 1876, he bought six
carp, one of which soon died. The first
year he raised 2,0*4, and in 1877, 2,672,
from the same five fish. In 1878, he dU*
posed of two of the old fish and reared
4,000 from the remaining three. The crop
for 1879 has not yet been put into figures.
The four fish ponds cost $50 each; first
cost of fish $30; foo(f $10; total, $240.
He has sold $415 worth of fish, and has
from 6,000 to 8,000 carp in his ponds, be-
sides his family has been eating carp for
the past 18 months. The ground devoted
to this industry, that is, the area covered
by the ponds, etc., is about a half acre;
and it is to bo remembered that it was
wet, waste, and otherwise comparatively
worthless land at that.
[Which of our farmers will try this?
There are many of our large farmers who
have low spots in their land, which they
never use, and perhaps never intend to,
and who are abundantly able to try it.
Remember that you can get almost any
kind of the best food fishes of the Stale
Fish Commissioners for the asking.— Ed.]
Value of Swamp Muck.
Sometime ago, we remarked that ^ an
acre of swamp muck of good quality, 8
feet deep, was actually worth $25,000. No
doubt such a statement is surprising. So
was t^ statement of Dr. Lawes of Eng-
land, mat a ton of bran fed to cows,
returned more than its cost in manure.
Swamp muck, free from sand, contains 2
per cent, or 40 lbs. of nitrogen in a Ion.
Nitrogen is worth in the market, 25 cents
a pound. So that a ton of swamp muck
is actually worth $10 for the nitrogen in
it. All that is needed Is to work up the
muck, so as to make the nitrogen available.
An acre of swamp muck 3 feet deep, con-
tains 2,500 tons, and would require 8
months to draw out, at 10 loads a day.
Few persons realize the value of the fer-
tilizing elements of common waste matters
whfch lie under their feet, and the in-
numerable tons of matter, that may be
available for tertilizing purposes, and that
much of the idle and neglected materials
represent a vast amount of wealth.—
American Agriculturitt.
English and American Implement!.
The English manufacturer makes his
implements heavy, without much regard
to the strength needed. Their forks,
whether for spading, or hay, or manure
forks, are much too heavy, and are most
unwieldy, as compared with the neatly
shaped, lightly built, and easily handled
American forks.— The English plow is
usually three times as heavy as ours, twice
as long, aud much less easily handled.
The cradles they use in cultiag their grain
would not be used by one of our reapers,
aud so with many other of their heavy




Being gtineral agent for Ottawa, Allegan, Mnake-
gun and Kent cuuuilea, 1 can sell at wholeeale
aa well aa at retail the celebrated
mmi rcm, mm ms
GOBLER’S PIANOS
—ALSO—
Wiico: & fftiti, Western Cottage, Mi
American ud Sitej Ope,
My Stores are to be found at
HOLLAND, GRAND RAPIDS & COOPERSTILLE.
My store In Holland will be found next door to
Bosnian's Clothing store, and ha« just been re-
plenished with choice Instruments, which I offer
to sell, just as cheap as any Music House In
America.
Come & Seethe Instruments
G. RANKINS.
Holland. Dec. 10. 1880. 44-fim
SAWING MADE EAST-
A boy 16 jmn old eon saw off a
8-foot log in two minutes,
Oumew portable Monarch Lightning Sowing
Machine rivals all others. 6S0 eaah will be given
to two men who caa taw as^arf and ia the old
way, aa om boy 16 years old can with this machine.
Warranted. Circulars sent Free. Agents waated
XOIAICB UOBTinxa IAV 00.,
it! Randolph St, Chicago, IU,
41-13
J. VanLandegend
Copper, Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plumber
and steam fitter; dues all kinds of sheet metal
work to order, or repairing. Also driven Wells
put dowu.aud old pumps repaired, btoves r«
paired aud put up, etc , etc. Inquire at the Hard-
ware store of J- ft. Kleyn, llollaud, Mich. 35-tf
W. II. JOS LIN, li. D. BEST.
JOSLUT & BEST,
Treatment of Frozen Plants.
In times of the severe cold, the more
tender plants in the window will some-
times be chilled and frozen. Such plants
should not be put near the stove, to be
thawed out; but kept where the tempera-
ture is a trifle above the freezing point that
the thawing may be gradual, and in the
dark, that deleterious chemical changes
may not take place. If severely touched
with the frost, it is best to remove the
* frozen parts, that new stems may be forced
out from the buds below. Water freely,
snd finally bring them to the ordinary
temperature for house-plants; 65 to 70
degrees.— American Agriculturist.
Thosb who burn wood should under-
stand well that the escaping steam from
burniog green wood carries off, in a latent
sf/ife, a large part of the heat produced;
that a cord of dry wood supplies as much
heat for use as two cords of greco wood ;
that two cords of some kinds of wood
when dry htve no more weight to be
hauled than one cord of green. There-
forn.Uie prudent man will, this winter,
wtym labor is che^p, have a year’s supply
of wood all cut and split and reafty to use.
A. NT) 3DEA.IjEII.SSIN’
Clocks, Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Kepairlng neatly and promptly done, and war
ranu;d.
We invite all oar old Colony frlendi*. who happen
to visit Grand Rapids, and all our old and new
friends In and around the city of Grand Rapids, lo
call at our new place of business, and examine
our stock. We shall be happy to see them at any
time.
No. 132 MONROE ST.
Near the Cor. of South Division St.,
Grand Rajdds, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1, 1880. 43-ly
Y0U1TG MEN
Will not only save money hut valuable time in the
future by atteoditar the Grand Rapids Business
College, where they will receive a thorough, quick-
tning, practical education. Send for College
Journal. . » t 29-ly
PROVERBS.
Fair Tests for Draft-Hones.
A horse should be at his best when in
the haroeae; It is there that he docs the
greater part of his work, and it is of prime
importance that trials' iu the harness be
more frequently made at oar fain.
Thousands of breeding stallions are never
broken to harness, and if so, are never
taught to handle themselves properly with
 heavy load. A spirited horse out of the
baruesadoes not always mean one that
will stand the test of hard work. Breeders
of draft horses very generally make their
elections entirely by sight, and not from
results of trials of strength and endurance.
It is our belief, that muck more stress
hould.be put on the action of the animal
when at work; and any system of testing
the horse in the harness, with a heavy
load, will lead to an improvement in draft
bowua.— Amernjan Agriculturist.
“The Richest Blood, Sweetest Breath
and Fairest Skin in Hop Bitters.”
“A little Hop Bitters saves big doctor
bills and tong sickness. ”
“That invalid wife, mother, sister of
child can he made the picture of health
with Hop Bitters.”
“When worn down and ready to take
your bed. Hop Billers is what you need.”
“Don’t physic and physic, for it weak*
ens and destroys, but take Hop Bitters,
that build up continually.”
“Physicians of all schools use and
recomfnepd Hop Billers. Test them.”
“Health is beauty and joy— Hop
Biitera gives health and beauty.”
“There are more cures made with
Hop Bitters than all other medicines."
“When the brain is wearied, the
nerves unstrung, the muscles weak, use
Hop Bitters.”
“That low, nervous fever, want of
sleep and weakness, calls for Hop
Bitten.”
Soy Cough Cun asi pais nliif is Pit a uni; Sur*
and Cheap.
For Sale by Q. WaJsb. Holland. Michigan.
WANTED.
IMOlTETr S-A-VED I
Wishing to reduce my stock, I offer for sale the next 30 days
DRY GOODS, BOOTS and SHOES, HATS and CAPS,
HEADY MADE CLOTHING at great bargains.
.
All our WINTER GOODS, such as
Overcoats, Cloaks, Shawls, Nubias, Socks,
AxidL ‘Woolen Goods,
Will be closed out very cheap to make room for Spring Stock.




117 St Charles Street 8t Lonla, Ho.
A rejculir graduate of two Mediral Collrget, hai been longer
engaged in the apecial treatment oral! Venereal, Soxu&l
and Chronic Diaeasea than any other Phvtician inSt
Loula.aa city Ptpcnehow, and allold reaidenta know.
Syphilis. Gonorrhoea, Gleet. Stricture, Orchltta.
TTnmia or TfnrttiirA fall TTrinnrv nirannAfi fir "Hernia, Bupture, al  Urina y D seases &r ‘
Syphilitic or Mercurial Affections of the Throat
skin or Bones, are treated with unparalleled aucceaa, •
Imro-
tency. the reault of 8e!f-Abuae in youth, aexual ex-
eeaaeain maturer years, or other cauae*, and which produce
aome of the following efflccta i nervousness, seminal emis-
aioni, debility, dinuieaaofiightdcfectivememo-y.piniplea
on the face, physical decay, averaion to aocirty of females,
contuiioo ot ideas, losa of aexual power, etc., rendering
marriage improper or unhoppy. are permanently
cored. Oonaultation at otHcf, or by .mail free, and Invited,
When It la inconvenient o visit the city for treatment,
medicine* can be aent by mail or express everywhere Cur-
able cases guaranteed, where doubt exists it Is frankly stated
hapMn for Xia, 1 S'iap; far Wcata, 1 tusp ;
fomuTto teth. # Suapt-CiPif 1
MARRIAGE I
A OFMTft WANTED for tb. Bast and rasUit.
DvItH I O Sellisg Pictorial Books sod Bibles. Prieoo
VI raducad 31 per et. Natioeal Pabllsh’f Ce., Chicago, 111.
Hmurnt. trm. rtoruu TIA CO . a
Mil TM, Mbs. fcH«i
*7 MMpW, tSfkMihW.
PweitM*. dwa» ri 'p h m cb  nc u—. kU
Mir do scribed with seieatile mo4*
W core. Prof. Hams' tllsotnud
appliesuoa.
:!• REMEDY CO.,
Mf g Oealsta, BU * Barket Ma,
t Louis, Mo.
paapfcM seat frtt oa
HARR I
wfie are traoklad srltti leoswrkoa
floe* Albas or White*) sbeold Mod (or
t Karris' Psuapolet (Ulestraicd
• of bis RsMtdV.Md sior' -------




^WmUloth Jnd rllt Updlnf.iea
in postage or currency. Over flty wondayful .
true to life t articles on the fbilowlng subjects t Who may
marry, who not, why. Manhood, Womanhood, Physical
decay. Who should marry i flow life and happlneaa may
__ _ led for 60c.
derful penpleturee,
my# — ____ ___
be increasrdT he Physiology of Reproduction.' ami many
more. Those married or conter.iplat • 2 marriage should
read It. then kept under lock ar.a key. Popular edition,
in money
the Cue if __
| Ibdied mt^oflleetrieRy.
(itcnie iTiTsTiAnuiis.
r Electricity (hr RbeeMetiaa,
icpaia, sad all Rerveaa
I book ef ever sixty larp
papaa seat free ea receipt ef I eeat ataap. Addraas
ELECTRO-FARADIO BELT OO^
tit A 814 Cheataat St., HT. LOPM.HO.




-- Just received At --
E. HEROLD,
lastracttoas far eaif-traemMet by l j
DR, BUTTS’ IEK
PRESCRIPTION FREE
For the -peedy cura of Seminal Weakness. Lost Manhood,
f remature Debility, Nervousness, Det ponderer. Confusion
' rfertive Menuof Ideas. Aversion to Society, Defective mory, end all
Disorders brougliton liv Scerct Habit* and Kxceaaea. Any
druggist ha* the ingredient*. Address, -




In rebuilding our now ahop wo have purchaied
entirely new
Machinery of the moat Approved Patterns,




WB HAVK A STEAM
SD’RTZ KHL3ST
AND TUK
DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything in oar line manufactured on short
n0l86-lf ' WBRKHAH A VAN ARI.
TO NERVOUS SUFFERERS.
Tie Great Biropen ReieiMir. J. B. ItBpsoi’s
Specilc Medicine.
hkUiikai 11(7 at 12 V. IU Stmt, BT. LOTS, BL
IHt Physicist* ia charge ef tfie eld aad wall ka«wa tied-
titiaa an ragalar gTadaalaa ia wadkiaa aad saryary. Taan
 ___ i _ _ tw. ...a *** ------ lira tonMw
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
A Complete aasortment of Children’s and Infanta'
shoes for fall and winter, and afhll line of
Ladles' and Geutlemcn'a Wear,
I practiuaaar. that II If III!
ipiBipi
Ji.Dg Menury or olhsr Polwooui Mcdlcsss.
MEN 1Dd ,hOM of ,n"ldl• *** ’',’0 ‘M
-:o;-
_ ______  ® — ------ - - *
ipartaMa ia Iba traalMat ot Chawda --------- -
skUi aad ability aa aiach »a parlor u that of iba ardiawy
they bars aaq.irrd a aslioosJ npatatlaa
CALL AND SEE US.
vrw/
Uroat, UU er Holland, Mich., Sept. 1, 1880.
E. HEROLD.
diatiaML aarroasoats, dimness of tight, cough, iodigmtta^
ooniiipslioo. daspoodaocy, caofuaioa ot idstt. avsniaa to so-
c i ety, defective maaaary, satual aihsastiaa, lmpa«a»ey aa taa
of msslr vigor, which aalts Iba victim for basiasn or mtrriago.
PaV»ENT3 TREATED Jr ““Jis aod jaslj-
U List of qooauoM ta be aaswerod hr palioou dostrisg troa*-
meat mailed fraa to aay address aa MW****- . .. _ v
Iwoimioiestinoi stncUy eaaldaattal, and should be addramet
DU. HLTT*, iJNertk “ w “ ** ' ““1LTT*. li a h0tfe Mh §L Lank, Mm.
s.^3iSS-3.S
from b.lf-Abuia and ticrmr^^umsg
_jlm. « _
and ImpotancT
InslMl Kmurion. N<•.al .: i t.'.l. orr, 
Tb. embinsd volume Is prittit.ly tbs meal
From Three to 8lx thousand Cords of Bolts at
the Stave Factory of J.FIXTBK. (formerly K.
Van dor Veen & Co.,) for which we will pay CASH
on Delivery.
1,000 Cords na«s-wood Heading Bolts 88 In. long.“ Soft Maple •• 38 ••
Black Abb “ 88 ““ Elm Stave 38 " *“ White Ash *• 80 »
— »a- 0«k-;i ** so **
Apply to
J.FIXTER. Superintendent.












Pamphelts aent free to all. Write for them and
get full particulars.
Price, Speciflc, |1 per package, or six packifftes
forts. Address all orircrd to
J. B. 8IMPSUN MEDICINE CO.*
No. 104 Main St., Buffalo. N.Y.
Boldin HollandbvD.R. Memos. 51-ly.





And Wholesale Dealers In SPICES,
WOODEN WARE, etc.
ii^'^wsTinnk publhtei. Tbs ssi bur is'u sspsrF
m -CHSONIC- dlumm,— Dsisps s>smps mbrn Iu ytyaml fes bate
np. BUTTS’ DISPENSARY ,
SRSTTSmsssJ ttmplUaU rass^, tmd Stsstsus rauuhiH
from tmpurs sssusl sssocmtwss. sslf-sbuss nr ssssslmrma.
Pstisuts trsstsd by all s»4 e*pr*ss. Wbsrs psr*
•cuil t«Mult»t»«»ipfsls»Tud.wMklslwsu»dlo»H#d. Qjsv
•-'ggSaS-Eagg >
It supplies the natural
food and color to the hair
glands without staining the
akin. It will Increase and
thicken the growth of the
hair, prevent IU blanching
aud Calling off, and thna
AVERT BALDNESS.
It cures Itching, Erup-
tions and Dandruff. Aa a
HAIR DRESSING It la very
desirable, giving the hair a
silken softneaa which all
admire. It keeps the head
clean, sweet and healthy.
rcurafsuf ksl*
wy. . ---------- - - -
Tkm iiVIsm wiadiur. ss4 w.ll smu/sfsfkiuj my am«.
Mick., Iss.a. IBk-l ksvs ussf up ym PMktfsuf sra*-
nust ssfil ms suotbsr u ssos m pouibls. TUI S»**»Msm ; rl is unt ss nisiW ’ hsl ystbsw
stnypte sJI spfsraut trsubls. tat ttars It t wsukusss yte
1 wish you wsuljjrsjmrjIMjJ^urteu^Mgsuf thsL
lows, Oct. IWb. ir*.-l s« slrnm turyrtssS st yuw Fus-
ullss. Tbsy hitu wwhsl llks 
twin ss rvsch if smsu u I wts taMn tskt^.
22 South Division St.
GRAND RAPIDS MICE
Derrick’s Baking Powder I* the moat popular
article nsed at present. If you have not tried It,
then go and ask your grocer for 1 1. 50- «m.
prUtS st ra e
ea ms. 1 tm j*«t
rs ut sutu — kl^J. I 'ta
vtrgt uf lbs gravu, I thsugbt. aa4 fhtra wm M cun itr as,
ksl usw » urn iura«fl»te«»of scura.
Wrat Virgiuiu, Asg.M, lt79.— Irrasivsf yswmfious, tu4
I bs!isvs It bts eurtd ms. hr which I sm mr thsuhliil. Iu-
siesta ylssss tad tt, for which plMSS wta ms M«tar taa
(Nn. J)”ss i frista. You taw du«* * Craut tkiug (ur I
will ss»l you sIHbyjtafrHrjUj^
MUsourTTssH arajK.^rism fewrdw s^utst »^taf
he i ef O* rsiliHri. Tks pstieul M whom I hsrs uwf mow sf
ens bos. It kdfiuua to • ssmp1* tax, * U* ncorsfisg, sod I
tt.uk uofhtr ̂
Vom a Druufftot.
Msryltta. Upt. t. I«*.-Lt*t Jeunssy wu fW Dm r*w I
bo I of —0*1 r rcmnly, lor oeo of oor curiomrs, sta « U. mtat
t ptifer' cur. of kirn. Ws b.vs sochtr euriom.r raw .taf*
is tbo ***• •«. s*4 wish by ro»wu nsri ora nu Staa
^CWNOHAHS 0y£
WHISKERS _
will change the beard to a BROWN or
BLACK at dlacreUon. Being ta aae
preparation It Is easily applied, aad
prod ace* a permanent color that will
not wadi oft __
ppWPARWP BY
R. P. HILL & GO., MSHUi, N.N.




and cuyeri0c:to "pay petage. Dr. JAVBS,»4
Washington Street, Uhlvnco 111. 41-lr
m
